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Bethlehem Star 
WHAT is more forlorn than an un-dressed Christmas 
tree on its way to the garbage truck and oblivion? 
How popular and. ornate ·the tree was for a few hours 
and days. But now it has been, or soon will be, stripped 
of its glory. Almost in the twinkle of an eye, the tree 
ceases to be the cynosure of all eyes and falls to the low 
estate of the garbage heap. (Or, in the case of , the 
artificial trees good for more than one season, to the 
dark and dusty seclusion of attic or closet to wait out 
another year.) 
The tinsel, the lights, the blobs of many colors are 
carefully sorted and stored to deck another queen · 
another day. 
Sometimes it seems almost that the Christmas spirit 
goes ou~ with the Christmas tree. The wonderful feeling 
of goodwill toward every one, a feeling that is the heart 
of every Christmas season, seems to deteriorate pretty 
fast, after Dec. 25-especially as we return to our jobs 
and to pay'ing the extra bills we made at Christmas. All 
too soon, we are back to normal. And normal, for the 
most of us, is pretty far from radiating peace and g9od-
will . . 
As we face the after-Christmas season, let us resolve 
to keep our eyes on the Star that is always there-our 
Lord Himself, who is the blessed Star of Hope that 
shines to expel the darkness of sin and death for all who 
will accept Him as Lord and Savior. 
Happy after-Christmas! 
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IN . THIS ISSUE: 
SUPPOSE you walked 'out of church. Sunday morning 
and found a million destitute people standing before the 
building. That represents the weekly population growth 
of the world. What you can do about it is outlined by 
the Editor on page 4. 
"' . . 
PASTORS, there is a letter for you on page 5. We 
urge all of our readers to study the message from John 
Price of the Arkansas Baptist Home for Children. 
• • • 
FELLOW Baptists of the world are greeted in the 
name of Jesus Christ by .he Baptist World Alliance. The 
New Year's greeting is on page 6. 
• • • 
TWO news stories from the Baptjst Press should be of 
special interest this week (pages 14 and 15). One con-
cerns the future of state support of church-related 
schools. Gainer E. Bryan Jr., editor of the Maryland 
Baptist, describes the case being heard in a small court-
room in Annapolis. The other item is the rating of the 
SBC voting charge story as the top one of the year. 
• • • 
SINCE the Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine will not 
publish next week, we bring you today the Sunday School 
lessons for the next two Sundays, introducing as our 
January writer Dr. Finley Chu of Ouachita College. 
• • • 
AS has been our custom in· the last issue of the year, 
we are giving you the entire year's index. We suggest 
you keep it with your copies of the Newsmagazine for 
easy reference. The index begins on page 20. 
• • • 
TURN to our departmental pages for colorful greet-
- ings to you from your friend• at the Baptist Building. 
And, please, turn your eyes to the opposite page for 
OUR warmest wishes. 
COVER story, page 5, says it for all of us: May the 
Light shine evermore to bring the joy ·of Christmas to 
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Lottie .Moon's World 
FIFTY-TWO years ago this Christmas, missionary 
Lottie Moon died aboard a ship in the harbor of Kobe, 
Japan, of illness brought on by over work and a starva-
tion diet. But through her compassion-
~ ate example many others have since n ~ answered or will be answering the call 
~~ to give their lives on the mission fields 
J I of the world. And the special Christmas 
offering for foreign missions, a living 
memorial to Miss Moon, brings ever in-
LOVE creasing millions of dollars to carry the 
gospel to the lost of many nations. 
It is not easy for American Christians, in a land of 
churches and of great material prosperity, td realize the 
desperate and hopeless situation that exists for so many 
of the people of the world. Ross Coggins, a former mis-
sionary now on the staff of the Christian Life Com-
mission, helps us to realize something of the magnitude 
of the need of our day. 
In his book, To Change the World) published this 
year by Broadman Press, Mr. Coggins reports that the 
population of the world is increasing at the rate of a 
million people each week. He thinks we would be 
stirred to do much more for the people. of the world 
if we could know them. He tries to imagine what 
would happen some Sunday if, upon our coming out 
of the morning worship services we should find a million 
people, representing one week's population growth, 
standing before the church building. 
Any American church faced with such a situation, 
Mr. Coggins believes, would, after a shock of utter con-
sternation, find ways of measuring up to ·the emergency. 
He envisions a hasty strategy conference, "urgent prayer, 
division of responsibilities, and a modern re-enactment 
of Pentecost." 
Continues Mr. Cogg-ins: 
"Deacons would be hard pressed to organize the 
physical aspects of the venture; for this throng would 
be hungry, poorly clothed, and, to complicate matters, 
three-fourths of them would be colored. Fellow Chris-
tians would be called in to share in the task, and de-
nominational credentials probably wouldn't be checked 
too carefully, Church agencies and boards would make 
their full resources available. Perhaps there would even 
be some beHevers who woul<;l se1l houses and lands, 
bringing a touchingly sacrificial offering to church in 
manner of Barnabas and others." · 
But one of the best things, as Mr. Coggins imagines 
it, would be the witnessing of Christians to this lost 
multitude. Once the physical and spiritual needs of the 
people had been met and they were enabled to return 
to their homes, they would have an enthusiastic report 
to their own people. As a result of the Holy Spirit using 
them, new chur.ches _would sprjng up in every nation, 
says Mr. Coggins. 
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But, of course, we will never have anything happen 
like this. As Mr. Coggins continues: "We can sit in 
church on Sunday morning . . .. soothed by the stained 
glass words of the sermon and content in the knowledge 
that our departure for the cafeteria will not be im'peded 
by masses of troublesome people. The million are at a 
safe distance beyond two ocean moats. We can pray 
God's blessings on the heathen in foreign lands (and 
pray that he will keep them there!) ' remembering to 
put something on the collection plate for the mission· 
aries. It seems so much tidier that way. 
"But let us not deceive ourselves at this time of day. 
We may not find them at our church doors, but those 
millions are out there somewhere! Someone is shaping 
their values, and, tragically, those values are largely non-
Christian. Hate fills the vacuum unfilled by love. 
'Comrade' is the term they often use when there is no 
one to say 'brother.' Darkness envelops the place where 
no light is kindled to extinguish it.'' 
With more than twice as many people on ear.th today 
as when Miss Moon died, in 1912, and with the forecast 
of a doubling of the .population again ·by the ye 
2000, no generation of Christians has fac_ed so great a 
challenge as -ours. A small part of our responsibility 
can be met · by giving sacrificially for the Lottie Moon 
Christmas Offering now being received in all of our 
churches and by pledging at least a tithe to our churches 
during the coming year. Remember, the destitute men, 
women and children are out ther) by the hundreds of 
millions. 
This is Lottie Moon's world-and oursi-ELM 
Time Of Gladness 
ARKANSAS BAPTIST 
THE spelling and sentence structure in this 
department are those of the writers. The only 
editing of letters to the editor is the writing of 
headlines and, occasionally, deletion of parts that 
are not regarded as essential. 
· Open letter to the pastor 
IN most pulpits, church bulletins, 
and other promotional literature, the 
importance of ·giving to missions is 
stressed, and especially giving to the 
Lottie Moon and Annie Armstrong of-
ferings. I commend you for this, as 
far as it goes. 
'What I cannot understand is the 
little amount of promotion usually 
given to one of the greatest mission 
projects available-that is, the annual 
offering for the Arkansas Baptist Home 
fol' Children. We have Arkansas Bap-
ti~t children here in the Home in great 
need, dependent upon Baptist churches 
to support them, and yet, our offering 
is given so little attention in the aver-
age church. 
Are the churches sa·ying, "The needy 
children in the Baptist Home are not 
as important to us as the needy chil-
dren overseas or elsewhere?" Percent-
age-wise, the offerings taken are usu-
·ally not one tenth the amount taken 
by the s·ame churches for other mission 
projects. This I cannot: understand. 
:\iost churches set extremely high 
goais for the Lottie Moon offering and 
Annie Armstrong offering ·and work 
hard to achieve these goals. Very few 
of these same churches even set any 
goal at all for the ·Children's Home of-
fering. They leave it to the people to 
give as they feel led, and then, no 
attempt is made to lead them. 
Pastor, why is this so? Is the Chil-
dren's Home of such little importance? 
Please lielp me to understand! 
This is the Christmas season, when 
we think of our Savior, His church, 
and His children. If you have not pro-
moted the ·Children's Home offering . in 
your church like you would promote 
other great mission projects, won't you 
do so now? Your entire church will be 
blessed as you send your offering to 
the Children's Home. ·Can you think of 
a better way to celebrate Christmas? 
--J. R. Price, Superintendent, Arkansas 
Baptist Home for Children, Monticello 
Appreciation for paper 
THE membership of South Highland 
Baptist Church desires to express to 
you their sincere heart-felt apprecia-
tion for your positive, effective leader-
ship against legalized gambling in Ar-
kansas. 
The stand that the Arkansas Baptist 
Newsmagazine took in withstanding 
DECEMBER 24, 1964 
this proposed , evil contributed much . 
toward the resultant victory at the 
polls. 
We appreciate you and shall pray for 
your continued success as. the Editor 
of the Arkansas Baptist.-Garrett 
Graham, Pastor South Highland Bap-
tist Church, 27th and Elm Streets, ·Lit-
tle Rock, Ark. 
lngrams h~mored 
THE First Baptist Church of Jasper 
is to bestow upon Brother :Fiapp.y In-
gram the honor of becoming its Pastor 
Emeritus, on December 30, 1964. A 
special program will be presented which 
will be followed with a reception in the 
fellowship hall of First Baptist Church. 
This is in honor of his Fiftieth Wed-
'ding Anniversary. He will be presented 
with a love offering from friends over 
Texas and Arkansas. A cordial invita-
tion goes out to all his friends for this 
special Wednesday Nig~t Service. 
As you know, Brother Ingram served 
eleven years as a foreign missionary in 
Brazil, and nine years with the Home 
Mission Department. He has been pastor 
of First Baptist Church twice <\uring 
his lifetime. 
The pastor and people of First Bap-
tist Church are very happy to bestow 
on him the honor of Pastor Emeritus. 
-Andrew Allen, Pastor, First Baptist 
Church, Jasper, Tex. 
An Arkie transplanted 
GREETINGS from Florida. Those of 
us who were transplanted from Arkan-
sas to here are consistent readers of 
the Arkansas News Magazine. It is a 
delight not only to keep. up with cur-
rent events but to read of the progress I 
made by the Arkansas Baptist Conven-
tion. All of us were thrilled when we 
read of the recent election results which 
told us that gambling interests in Ar-
kansas had suffered .a great setback. 
Many of the Baptists in Florida were 
watching this situation very closely to 
see how Christian people would react 
toward this· matter. Thank God that the 
issue was defeated, . for this has given 
inspiration and courage to Baptists in 
other states. 
•While I have not always been in 
agreement with your editorial stand, I 
think it only fair to commend you and 
the staff of the Arkansas News Maga-
zine for your courageous work in your 
campaign against gambling. I suspect 
that the Christian cause would have 
-BSSB Photo 
IN t.he beginning was the Word, 
and the Word was with God, and 
the Word was God. He was in the 
beginning with God; all things 
were made through him, and with-
out him was not anything made 
that was made. In hilm was life, 
and the life was the light of men. 
The light shines in the darkness, 
and the darkness has not over-
come it (John 1:1-5, RVS). 
been lost had it not been for your 
marvelous work and encouragement 
that the News Magazine gave to Chris-
tian people in general. For this I speak 
the voice of many of your friends to 
say "thank you." 
Needless to say, we are thrilled at 
the success of our Razor backs; and as 
far as I am concerned, they surely must 
be number one.-Al Butler, Pastor 
Myrtle Grove Baptist Church, Pensa-
cola, Fla. 
On Frank Broyles 
AS usual I was thrill!'!d today (Dec. 
10) to get the Arkansas Baptist News-
magazine but especially happy was I 
when I saw Frank Broyles picture on 
the Cover. I have been thinking about 
this man a lot recently .... Coaches in 
all age and influence brackets usually 
have much influence with the boys that 
play on· their teams, but especially it is 
refreshing indeed to hear from you and 
others such wonderful things about a 
Head Coach of Mr. Broyles dimensions. 
Influence, such as he is ''calculated to 
wield over our boys, being an outstand-
ing churchman as well a coach, Head 
Coach that is, would be hard 'to over-
estimate. Blessings on "the likes of 
him."-S. C. Swinney Sr., P. 0. Box, 
141, New Madrid, Mo. 
Pe~ge Five 
f Ban discrimination 
in fed·eral program 
NON-DISCRIMINATION re-
quirements of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964 will be effective in 
federally assisted programs of the 
Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare and the National 
Science Foundation, according to 
announcement in the Federal 
Register,"'•Washington, D. C. 
The regulations will make Title 
VI of the Civil Rights Law ap-
plicable to programs in existence 
prior to passage of that law. Title 
VI prohibits discrimination "on 
the ground of race, color, or na-
tional origin. . . . under any pro-
gram or activity receiving federal 
financial assistance." 
Among the programs included 
under the Depl!.rtment of Health, · 
Education and Welfare are the 
National Defense Education Act, 
the Migher Education Facilities 
Act, Public Health, Service Act, 
Juvenile Delinquency and Youth 
Offenses Control Act, and the 
Vocational Education Act. 
. Affected by the regulations will 
be: loans for acquiring science, 
mathematics and foreign lan-
guage equipment, student loans 
for higher education, training in-
stitutes for teachers, graduate 
fellowships, health research . pro-
grams in hospitals and univer-
sities, construction of facilities for 
institutions of higher education; 
and nurse training programs. 
National Science Foundation 
programs include: scientific re-
search, equipment for under-
graduate education, science ed-
ucation for undergraduate and 
secondary , students, specialized 
projects, and institutes. 
The "war on poverty" which 
became law'' after enactment of 
the civil rights bill is already sub-
ject to the non-discriminatory 
regulations. Churches and church-
related institutions have been en-
couraged to participate in the 
anti-poverty program. 
Church related institutions have 
been c~ught in the dilemma of 
whether participatfon in the var-
ious federally financed programs 
would be consistent with the prin-
ciple of separation of church and 
Page Six 
NEW YEAR'S GREETING FROM 
THE BAPTIST WORLD ALLIANCE 
January 1, 1965 
WE greet fellow Baptists of the world in the name of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. . 
"Know ye the Lord he is God; jt is he that hath made us, 
and not we ourselves; we are his people and the shee]> of his 
pasture ... Be thankful unto him and bless his name. For the Lord 
is good; his mercy is everlasting; and his truth endureth to all 
generations" (Psalm 100 :3-5). 
Nineteen hundred sixty five will be a year of new oppor:-
tunities and unprecedented fellowship. May Baptists and all 
others who profess the name of Jesus through their life and wit-
ness continue in His .word, and thereby make the gospel real to 
individuals, communities and nations. 
Baptist fellowship will reach a new summit when the 11th 
Baptist World Congress meets in Miami . Beach, USA, June 25-
30. Thousands of u.s from many lands will focus on the truth 
in Christ which makes us free (John 8 :32). Let us pray that 
this gathering will . further the will of God for our own people 
and for all the world which stands in need of His grace and ~ 
truth. , , ; 
The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, 
and the communion of the Holy Spirit be with you all. 
J oao Soren, Rio de Janeiro 
President 
Josef Nordenhaug, Washington 
General Secretary 
I I 
Robert S. Denny, Washington 
Associate Secretary 
Erik Ruden, London 
Associate Secretary 
state. A primary question has been requesting assistance, whether for 
whether institutions receiving pub- construction, research, special 
lie funds, even church-related insti- training project, student loan 
tutions, would be subject to public program, or any other purpose, 
policy. would be required to give assur-
A. U. S. District Court ruling ance of meeting the non-discrim-
held that two private hospitals in inatory requirements. This would 
North Carolina were subject to extend to admission pr~ctices and 
public policy after receiving Hill- treatment of students. 
Burton funds. ) Examples illustrating the ap-
In the nondiscriminatory reg- plication of the regulations were 
ulations outlined in the Federal given: 
Register, no distinction is made 1. Research, training~ demon-
between public or private institu- stration or other grants to 
tions. universities at the graduate level 
Assurances would be required -the · prohibition would extend 
from institutions seeking finan- to the entire university unless it 
cial assistance that they would could show that other parts would 
comply with the non-discrimina- not interfere with compliance at 
tory regulation. Elementary and the graduate level. 1 
secondary schools under court 2. Construction · grants for 
order to desegregate and present- hospitals-assurance of nondis-
ing assurance of doing so, or crimination would apply to ~ 
presenting a plan for desegrega- , tients, interns, residents, student 
tion with assurances of following nurses, other trainees, and to 
the plan, would be considered as 'privilege of physicans and other 
meeting the requirements. professional persons to · practice 
Institutions of higher education in the hospital. 
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Courtship, Marriage and the Home 
I9&4 
MEMORIES come flooding 
into our hearts these days, recall-
ing blessed, happy Christmases 
we spent in Arkansas. You are no 
less dear to us now than then ; 
and our spirits span the miles to 
wish for you and yours a Christ-
mas abundant in depth, in joy, in 
laughter and fun. 
May I pass on to you two prac-
tical bits from our December 13th 
Gentilly Church bulletin? 
The first paragraph is from an 
article e :n t i t I e d "Concerning 
Christmas Clubs and Coffee 
Cups," written by our pastor. 
"My word today concerns next 
year's Lottie Moon offering, not 
this year's. I make two simple 
suggestions to you about how to 
save youv money for next year's 
gift. 
"The first-you can open a 
Christmas Club account for Lot-
tie Moon at your bank. Set aside 
only a dollar a week, and next 
December you will have fifty dol-
lars for your offering. 
"The second-set aside a dime 
for each cup of coffee you drink 
on each day next year. You can 
keep the dimes in a jar. By next 
Christmas you will have at least 
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"It isn't far to Bethlehem to.wn! 
It's anywhere that Christ comes 
down 
And finds in people's friendly 
face 
A welcome and abiding-place. 
The road to Bethlehem runs right 
through · 
The homes of folks like me and 
you." 
-Madeleine Sweeny Miller 
fifty dollars, and ther-e's your 
gift." 
The second probably appeared 
in your bulletin, for it is a clip-
ping from Journal of Lifetime 
Living. It 'will readily convert 
into a worthy thought for pre-
and post-Christmas days, or a 
New Year's resolution. 
Title: "Be Lazy-and Love It" 
"It's wonderful to be lazy-if 
you know how. It saves your ener-
gy, relaxes your mind and spares 
your heart-and you needn't feel 
at all guilty about it if you con-
fine your laziness to these ap-
proved ways: 
"Be too lazy' to frown, fidget 
and worry. 
"Don't wear yourself out car-
rying the needless weight of 
grudges, prejudices. and envy. 
"Listen more than you talk and 
see how much better you feel. 
"Don't quarrel · over small 
things. Let the other fellow think 
he's right when it really doesn't 
matter. 
"Don't run to catch a bus. The 
next one is better for your heart. 
"Conserve your mental muscles 
for things that count, and never 
bother to wrestle with the in-
evitable, the imponderable or the 
insignificant." 
I wish you might walk with me 
through William Carey Residence 
Hall for single women, and over 
our campus by the apartment 
buildings, to see the creativeness 
of those who live in our dormitory 
and of young ministers' wives on 
campus expressing itself in dO-"it-
yourself decorations. 
One wife, who was married to 
her graduate-student husband. 
only last June, said to me : "From 
the time I knew I was going to 
marry Jimmy, I've dreamed of 
our trimming our tree toget'!}er." 
When I get glimpses of their 
little tree, in passing their small-
but-beautifully-kept apartment, I 
see far more than baubles and 
colored lights. I see two lives 
blending into harmonious living. 
I envision the light of Christian 
influence radiating from their 
home down through the years. 
Another fllcet of the Christmas 
mood here stems from the pres-
ence of dedicated missionaries 
and mission volunteers: like the 
Togami family from Japan, pre-
paring to go• as missionaries to 
the Japanese people in Brazil. 
Such people move me to pray with 
Bessie Porter Head: 
Stir me, 0 stir me, Lord, 
I care not how, 
But stir my heart in passion 
for the world. 
Stir me to give; to go, to pray ; 
Stir 'til thy glorious banner be 
unfurled 
0' er lands that still in deepest 
darkness lie, 
" 
O'er deserts where no cross is 
lifted .high. . . 
Stir me to give myself so back 
to Thee 
That Thou canst give Thyself 
again through me." 
A joyous Christmas and a most 
rewarding New Year to you, one 
and all, dear readers ! 
Rosalind Street 
~ o/1-.~UJ-. 
Mrs. J. II. Street 
P. 0. Box 853 
New Orleans Baptist Seminary 
3939 Gentilly Boulevard 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
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Middle of the Road 
lONE WOlF 
BY J. I. COSS..:EY 
THERE is a "lone wolf" type 
of preacher. We are not saying 
that they are not good men, good 
preachers, nor are we saying that 
they are not true to the doctrines, 
but they just want to go it alone. 
They claim to be independent 
thinkers. They are afraid to work 
with anyone else for fear they will 
lose their independence. They are 
slow to go along with any other 
preacher who is solidly behind 
and completely supports the whole 
Baptist program. Whatever be 
their alignment they are afraid 
of being with the wrong group. 
They seem to be scared of the word 
"program" or anything that is 
thought out in advance. They have 
forgotten that the eternal pro-
gram of God was worked out 
before the foundation of the 
world. 
My dear "lone wolf" brother 
in Christ, you will never find a 
perfect group of Baptists with 
which to align yourself. If you did 
find a perfect group, you would 
ruin it. If you are a Baptist, get 
with the cooperative program and 
learn to work with those who 
want to reach every spiritual need 
on the face of this earth. As a 
"lone wolf" you cannot reach 
world needs. The highest joy in 
life is found in working with 
other people of like faith and 
order. The "lone wolf" ..--feeling of 
not being wanted is a most devas-
tating reaetion. The · agreeable 
person will soon make himself 
needed and wanted. Each person 
usually sets the "die" for his life-
work. When you positionize your-
self, other people will accept or 
reject you. You will lose by being 
a "lone wolf;" you gain by work-
ing with others. 
·It is hard to define the misery 
of the "lone wolf" because the 
more he defends his position, the 
more self-centered he becomes. If 
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By BERNES K. SELPH. Th . D. 
P.1s to r, I s t U.lpl •s l Churc h , Ul'n to n 
Baptists push 
Sunday School work 
THE only reference made to 
Sunday School work in the first 
convention meeting after the 
Civil War, 1868, was the appoint-
ment of a committee which rec-
ommended Kind Words as the 
Sunday School paper. 
The next year the Sunday 
School Committee reported that 
it was the first duty of every 
Baptist church to secure the serv-
ices of a pastor and to care for 
his needs. The second duty' was to 
organize and sustain a Sunday 
School. This committee recom-
mend~d patronage of the Sunday 
School Board of the Southern 
Baptist Convention. (This - was 
before the organization of the pre-
sent Board.) Every family was 
urged to take the paper Kind 
Words. 
A resolution in 1871 called for 
a committee of five to be ap-
pointed to gather statistics and 
study the work of Sunday Schools. 
Too, it asked that one-half day be 
set aside at the next session to 
hear this committee and consider 
the work. 
The following year the com-
mitte~ reported some isolated 
churches were conducting ·success-
you cannot live and work with 
other people you are destined to a 
life of frustration and failure. 
The most natural .. thing hi the 
world is the burning desire to be . 
with people and work with people. 
The need for "togetherness" is 
why we have families and 
churches. It is not God's plan for 
us to go the way of the "lone 
wolf." We must work with people 
if we are to build churches, 
schools, and develop missionary 
agencies. Cooperation is the test 
of importance in any given task. 
The Bible says, "We know that all 
things work together for good to 
them that love God, to them who 
are the called according to his 
purpose." 
ful schools. But they neither gave 
nor received help from adjacent 
churches. How to share thei r 
knowledge and enlist competent 
leaders and teachers were out-
standing problems. 
Efforts were being made to 
combat these. The Central Bap-
tist Sunday School Convention 
had been organized some time 
before, and in June of that year 
it had been consolidated into the 
Arkansas State Baptist Sunday 
School Convention. Ideas could be 
shared now. 
Announcement was made that 
the first meeting of the State 
Sunday School Convention was to 
be held in the Pleasant Hill 
Church, Pulaski County, on Fri-
day preceding the fourth Sunday 
in July, 1873. 
At the Convention. in 1873 the 
brethren voted to put a state Sun-
day School agent on the field, his 
work to be directed by the Sunday 
School Convention. Rev. 0. M. 
Lucas was given this position. 
This was a good beginning. Bu\ 
the plan did not receive proper 
support to justify its continuance. 
The next year the committee on 
Sunday Schools recommended that 
the convention take the respon-
sibility for supporting the work. 
They urged that a State Sunday 
School secretary gather statistics 
and report to the board at Marion, 
Ala. Rev. -R. M. Thrasher of Mal-
vern was recomll\ended to this 
office. 
A quiet place 
I think the night' was mellow-mild 
When Mary bore her Jesus Child. 
I thipk the Iambs lay sleepy-eyed, 
And doves sat meekly by her side, 
And though the town was wild 
and loud 
And boisterous laughter filled the 
crowd, 
The noisy people could not know 
The peace that filled the stable so. 
For God had picked a quiet place. 
And laid in Mary's warm embrace 
The Baby Jesus, gift to all, 
And placed them in a simple 
stall. 
-Iris O'Neal Bowen 
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The Bookshelf 
The Art of Staying Happily Married, 
by Dr. Robert •W. Burns, Prentice 
Hall, 1963, $3.95 
The author is the pastor of Peach-
tree Christian Church of Atlanta. He 
writes out of his experiences in joining 
and counseling more than 3,000 couples. 
He ·shows how to prevent serious marital 
problems by pointing to sensible, logical 
ways to successfully: manage the fam-
ily finances; get along with the in-
laws; raise children p.roperly; avoid 
heated arguments; handle household 
chores; make big family decisions; 
achieve sexual compatibility; and cope 
with the normal, everyday problems of 
married life. 
I 
The John Leland Story, ·by Don M. 
Fearheily, Broadman Press, 1964 
THIS book is based on the life of 
John LeLand, ·but does not attempt to 
render a fully accurate accounting in 
strict chronological order in the histor-
ical facts of his life. Because of a 
skimpiness of autobiographical material, 
the au'thor had to imagine conversa-
tions, feelings, characters, and events 
which would give a roundness to known 
facts in filling out a unified ·and dra-
matic narrative. This is a story. It is 
meant to be read and enjoyed as such. 
It attempts to portray in dramatic 
terms the life of a remarkable B-aptist . 
. 
Questions Teenagers Ask, answered by 
Ted W. Engstrom, Zondervan, 1963, 
paperback 
ANSWERED here are questions deal-
ing with dating, romance ,and love, 
living the Christian life, careers, school 
problems, home and parents, the church, 
and a miscellaneous assortment of 
questions. 
. . . 
Glad Moments With God, a family book 
of daily devotions, by Martin P. 
Simon, Zondervan, 1964, $3.95 
DR. Simon, noted for many con-
tributions in the field of family litera-
ture, has written this new book of 
devotions out of a rich life of dedication 
to the cause of family living. Here are 
366 daily devotions, Bible-centered and 
oriented 'to the young child's under-
standing. The material provides a posi-
tive answer to the many negative voices 
decrying our nation's moral decay. 
Peace Shall Destroy Many, by Ruby 
Wiebe, Eerdmans, 1962, Paperback, 
~ $1.95 
IN his first novel, Mr. Wiebe, a 
young theologian, writes of prejudice 
and bigotry erupting to destroy the 
people of a small Canadian community. 
It tells of the trials and tribulations 
of a group of Mennonites in Canada 
who were dedicated to peace and non-
violence. The ebb and flow of time and 
events and their effects on this in-
tensely religious people are described 
in passages of his book. 
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The husband 
BY HERSCHEL H. HOBBS 
Past President, Southern Baptist Convention 
First Baptist Church, OJdahoJDa City, Oklahoma 
. TrrtJa 8: 8-12· 
" •• _. the hu,.sband of one wife • • ·" . reference to bigamy must be con-
THIS is one of the qualifica- sidered in the light of Jesus' 
tions which Paul set forth for teaching concerning divorce. If 
both a bishop (pastor) and a dea- one holds that this is not a gen-
con. What did he mean by this? uine teaching 0f Jesus, then he 
Obviously he did not ' mean that would rule out all divorced per-
they must of necessity be married sons, regardless of the cause, as 
men. In all probability Paul was being qualified to be a pastor or 
not married. So far as we know deacon. But if one holds that this 
the · same would apply to Timothy. is a genuine teaching of Jesus, 
The early church did- not so inter- then to be consistent he should 
pret Paul's words. hold that a man divorced and 
In both verses A. T. Robertson remarried, and having adultery as 
comments that Paul meant "one the basis of divorce, should be 
at a time, clearly" (v. 2) and- one eligible to be a pastor or deacon. 
"at a time as in verse 2" (v. 12). For obviously under this circum-
The Expositor's Greek Testa,ment stance he would not be considered 
l;!ays of verse 2, "What is here as having two wives at one time. 
forbidden is bigamy under any But in any case experience teaches 
circumstances." And on verse 12 that such a person does face a 
it refers back to this comment on handicap in this regard. 
verse 2. But Matthew Henry takes 
these to mean that they should 
not have "given a bill of divorce 
to one, and then taken another, or 
not having many wives at once." 
The background of these verses 
was the current practices involved 
in marriage. Especially among the 
gentile pagans a man might have 
several wives at one time. Divorce 
might be' obtained on almost any 
ground. This was true even among 
many of the Jews. The Jewish 
teacher, Hillel, taught that a man 
might divorce his wife for any 
cause. But another, Shammai, 
allowed for divorce and remar-
riage only on the ground of adul-
tery. These two schools of thought 
were the basis of the question 
posed to Jesus in Matthew 19:3. 
Jesus apparently permitted one 
cause (adultery) for divorce and 
remarriage, although some inter-
preters do not agree that this was 
the case. The author holds with 
A. T. Robertson that He did so 
allow. Hence Robertson's comment 
"one at a time, clearly." 
This position plus Expositor's 
Our life is 
but a candle! 
Slowly we are 
ebbing away ... 
burning brightly, 
but melting, 
light the way 
for others ... 
They follow after 
us, groping and 
stumbling. Hold 
high the light 
of love. Send 
a glow before them 
into the darkness; 
Shine the light up 
toward Heaven's 
doorway ... Make them 
to see ! The candle 
burns low and soon 





By Peggy Vining 
'Twas in the East where first it did appear 
And shepherds followed al!l the bright star led: 
"It is the promised on.e," the shepherds said, 
"And prophecy foretells a stable drear." 
"The star is stilli It shines now, bright and clear." 
"Let us go in and • find the manger bed, 
And see if glory shines about the head 
Of this new babe the angels said was here." 
And so •...•. they came and fell on bended knee, 
Awed by the light that shown aroUJtd the face 
Of this new Babe who lay within the place; 
Where star had led and prophets did foresee: 
"It is all true! The child's of Jewish race." 




At Helena church 
MISS June .Self, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Self, Texar-
kana, has accepted the position o! 
youth worker and I)lusic director 
of First Church, Helena. James 
F. Brewer is pastor. 
Miss Self graduated from 
Ouachita College this summer. 
She was a member of Ouachita 
Choir, Ouachita Singers and the 
band. She also directed several 
plays, one of . which she wrote. 
She is a volunteer for the Jour-
neyman program of the Foreign 
Mission Board. 
No paper next week 
Arkansas Baptist News-
magazine, as has been the 
-custom in the past, will not 
publish next week. Our next 
issue will be dated January 
7, 1965. 
G. C. Hilton dies 
GROVER C. Hilton, 75, of 
Hutchinson, Kans., formerly of 
Springdale, a prominent lay Bap-
tist leader in Ar-
kansas for many 
years, died Dec. 
17. 
Mr. Hilton was 
president of a 
glue manufactur-
ing firm at Hutch-
inson. While at 
Springdale he was 
Mit. HILTON a member of First 
Church. He tpok a leading part in 
several lay evangelistic campaigns 
into Mexico and the western 
states. He was a past president of 
the state Brotherhood. 
Survivors include his wife and 
a daughter, Mrs. Zeph Fisher of 
Hutchinson. 
SOUTH Side Church, Pine 
Bluff, is installing an Allen TC 4 
organ and sound rooms. 
THE freshman class of Southern College, Walnut Ridge, includes 
two ,sets of twins this semester. 
Pictured left to right are: Linda and Belinda Coley, Forrest Qity; 
Dean of Women, Mrs . .Woodrow Behannon; and Joan and Jean Brink, . 
Viola. 
The Coley twins are graduates of Forrest' City High School and 
the Brink twins ar·e graduates of Salem High School. 
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KAY YARBROUGH 
AU steps shown 
EVERY step in the Girl's Aux-
iliary program was represented 
recently in Coronation exercises 
at First Church, Searcy. Twenty-
three girls took part in the pro-
gram. 
Top honors went to Queen 
R;egent in Service Kay Y ar-
brough. Mickey Lemons was 
crowned Queen Regent ; Becky 
Baker, Queen with Scepter'; Carla 
Lemons, Queen in Service ; and 
Laura Bradley, Danna Aclin, 
Cynthia Stottman, Judy Baker, 
Pam Vandiver, and Kay Osborne, 
Queens. 
In addition to her achievement 
in the G.A. organization, Miss 
Yarborough has a perfect attend-
ance in Sunday School for 10 
years. 
In a special statement 'to the 
Arkansas Baptist· Newsmaga-
zine, Kay appeals to other young I 
people to give to the Lottie Moon I 
Christmas offering. "Don't buy 
unnecessary gifts this year-give 
to the Lottie Moon offering," she 
appeals. 
Page Elever 
25 Years for 'Hour' 
"THE Baptist Hour" will begin 
its 25th year of broadcasting on 
Sunday, Jan. 3 with a message by 
Dr. Herschel H. Hobbs entitled 
"You Can Dream, Can't You?" 
When the program was launch-
ed, on Jan. 5, 1941, Dr. M. E. 
Dodd's message was "Christ ·and 
Human Crises." That day 17 sta-
tions in 11 states broadcast the 
program. On the first Sunday of 
1965, 500 stations in 37 states and 
20 other countries will air "The 
Baptist Hour." 
Theme of Dr. Hobbs' series for 
the first eight Sundays of the new 
year is "Life's Common Denom- _ 
inators." Six of the messages have. 
texts from the Gospel of John. 
Dr. Hobbs has preached on the 
international radio worship serv-
ice longer than any other man-
going on seven years. Pastor of 
the First Baptist Church of ·okla-
homa City since 1949; he receives 
no remuneration for his services 
to the Radio and TV Commission. 
Stations carrying the program, 
all on Sunday and the time, were 
announced by the Radio-T.V. 
Commission of the Southern Bap-
tist Convention: 
KVRC, Arkadelphia, 3 p.m.; 
KTHS, Berryville, 8 a.m.; KCON, 
Conway, 2: 30 p.m.; KAGH, Cros-
sett, 8:30 a.m.; KDQN, DeQueen, 
7 a.m.; KF A Y, Fayetteville, 8 :30 
a.m. ; KBJT, Fordyce, 4 p.m. ; 
KXJK, FoFrest City, 9 :30 a.m.; 
KXAR, Hope, 5 p.m.; KNEA, 
Jonesboro, 6 :30 a.m.; KHBM, 
Monticello, 3 :30 p.m.; KDRS, 
Paragould, 8 :30 p.m.; KUOA, Si-
loam Springs, 7 :30 a.m.; KWRF, 
Warren, 8 a.m.; KWYN, Wynne, 
1:30 a.m.; KSUD, West Memphis, 
4 p.m.·; KPCA, Marked Tree, 8 
. a.m.; KENA, Mena, 1:30 p.m. 
"Master Control" schedules for 
Sunday: 
KCCB, Corning, 10 :30 a.m.; 
KDQN, DeQueen, 3 p.m.; KXJK, 
Forrest City, 10 a.m.; KWHN, 
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-Fort Smith, 12 :30 p.m.; KBHC, 
Nashville, 5:30 p.m.; KCCL, 
Paris, 4 p.m.; KPBA, Pine Bluff, 
7 a.m.; KDRS, Paragould, 10 
a.m.; KAGH, Crossett, 1 :30 p.m.; 
KUOA, Siloam Springs carries 
the program at 10 a.m. on Satur-
days. 
KTT A, Prescott, will carry the 
program but did not list time. 
International Sunday School 
lesson is carried Sunday morning 
by KCCB, Corning, at 10 :30; 
KDRS, Paragould, at 10:15; and 
KTP A, Prescott, at 9 :45. 
"The Answer" television series 
is carried by KTHV, Little Rock, 
at 2 p.m. Sunday, 
A WALL-HUNG, early-American-style clock has been given to 
North Dormitory of Ouachita College by M1·. and Mrs. Lemuel G . 
Ward, Murfreesboro, in memory of thei1· -son, Grady Ward, (inset) 
a freshman last year at Ouachita who died last June 16. 
', Mrs. Ward made the P'tesentation in chapel at Ouachita Dec. 3, 
to Dr. Ralph A .• Phelps Jr., Ouachita president. 
At the presentation, Dr. Phelps read a poem entitled ''In Me-
moriam" and written by Troy Carroll Jr., formerly pastor of First 
Church, Murfreesboro. 
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Fro·m Recife, Brazil 
MISSIONARY Martha Hairs-
ton reports from her mission field, 
Caixa Postal 1940, 'Recife, Brazil, 
on activities since she returned 
there after medical leave. 
Miss Hairston returned to the 
States last spring upon the death 
of her father and remained .over 
for several weeks for a medical 
leave. 
Following are some interesting 
excerpts from her letter, about 
people with whom she works at 
her mission station: 
"Jaiza, a sophomore, was pre-
paring to be a missionary to the 
Indians. A few hours before her 
death (from an extended illness 
of hepatitis) she calmly announc-
ed that she was going to die. I 
knew she was already dying, so 
agreed with her and spoke of our 
certainty that the Lord to whom 
she had committed her life would 
continue with her as she left us 
and crossed to the other side. We 
recited the 23rd Psalm, and she 
said : 'How glorious and good is 
our God! How beautiful is his 
face!' and soon was gone to be 
with him. 
"The nicest news of these recent 
months is the fact that this month 
we were able to purchase a much 
appreciated electric organ for the 
chapel. From the 1964 Lottie 
Moon offerings we are to receive 
money for instruments for the 
new unit of the music building, 
"As usual, I'm enthusiastic 
about my Sunday School class. 
This month there have been three 
professions of faith and baptisms. 
Last Sunday one of the new 
Christians brought her son and a 
young Japanese professor, son of 
a Buddhist priest. The professor 
was definitely interested and he 
will return. One of the girls who 
comes frequently is the niece of 
the late archbishop of Recife ftnd 
Olinda. 
"Most every member of the 
class has an interesting story: 
there's Conceicao who was turned 
out of her home last week because 
she will not renounce her faith ; 
there's D. Beatriz, with her fin-
ancially more privileged Por-
tuguese Catholic background and 
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her desire to understand the faith 
of her Baptist neighbor who 
brought her to the class. The room 
is full each Sunday, and the period 
is always too short." 
Revivals 
FIRST Church, Mulberry, Dec. 
6-13; Billy Walker, Walnut Ridge, 
evangelist; Red Johnson, Moun-
tain Home, singer; 31 professions 
of faith; 19 baptisms; Charles H. 
Duncan, pastor. 
SOUTH Side Church, Pine 
Bluff; Dec. 5-7; Dr. R. G. Lee, 
Memphis, speaker; 10 additions; 
3 by baptism; 7 by letter; Tal 
Bonham, pastor. 
CENTRAL Church, Jonesboro, 
Nov. 29-Dec. 6; Bo and Dick 
Baker, evangelists; 30 additions; 
Curtis Mathis, pastor. 
Favells robbed 
THIEVES broke into the home 
of Rev. and Mrs. C. Hudson 
Favell, Southern Baptist mis-
sionaries to Ghana, on the night 
of Nov. 17 and stole household 
items and clothing valued at over 
$1,000. The Favells were away 
from home at the time. 
They live on the compound 
of the Baptist Medical Center, 
Nalerigu, where he directs leprosy 
work and she is a nurse. They 
may be addressed at the medical 
center, Nalerigu via Gambaga, 
Ghana, West Africa. He is a na-
tive of Charlotte, N. C.; she is the 






NASHVILLE-STUDENT NIGHT AT CHRISTMAS will be ob-
served in many Southern Baptist churches Dec. 27. Through the 1964 
theme "The Churches' Outreach to the Campus," frif3nds at home will 
hear students ·share experiences of Christian growth made possible 
by the joint efforts of •churches and Baptist Student Unions.-BSSB 
Photo 
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SBC News and Notes-----------------
By the BAPTISTi PRESS 
Aid to church colleges being tested in courts 
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (BP)-A 
case that may determine the fut-
ure of state support of church-
related higher education in Amer-
ica is now being argued in a 
small courtroom in historic Anna-
polis. 
The defendants are the State of 
Maryland and four small liberal 
arts colleges with varying degrees 
of church connection. Sponsoring 
the case is the Horace Mann 
League of America, and there are 
12 plaintiffs, all citizens of the 
Free State. 
Chief , counsel for the plaintiffs 
is the noted constitutional lawyer 
Leo Pfeffer of New York, general 
counsel of the American: Jewish 
Congress. Among the opposing 
attorneys is William L. Marbury 
of Baltimore, a member of The 
Harvard Corporation and a mem .. 
ber of one of the most distin-
guished Maryland families. Mar-
bury has held high positions in 
the Episcopal Church in Mary-
land. 
Hearing the case in Anne 
Arundel County Circuit Cpurt is 
Judge 0. Bowie Duokett. 
Defendants in the case, besides 
state officials, are the institutions 
aided : Western Maryland College, 
affiliated with the Methodist 
Church, granted $500,000 for con-
struction of a science building and 
dining hall; Hood College, affili-
ated with the United Church of 
Christ, granted $500,000 for a 
new dormitory and classroom 
building; St. · Josephs College and 
College of Notre Dame, both af-
filiated with the Roman Catholic 
. Church, $750,000 each for science 
' buildings. All grants are m:i a 
matching basis. Granting of the 
monies has been estopped while 
the litigation is in process. 
Counsel on both sides agrees 
· that the case will be taken to the 
: U. S. Supreme Court regardless of 
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By Gainer E. Bryan, Jr.* 
the outcome. 
Basically at issue is the narrow 
question of whether the secular 
aspects of higher education . in a 
church-related institution can be 
separated from · the religious ·as-
pects and be legitimately financed 
by the state. 
Attorneys for the plaintiffs in 
the case of Horace Mann League 
·vs. J. Millard Tawes, governor of 
Maryland, say th~y cannot be 
separated. Counsel for the defend-
ants say they can. · 
A decision of this thorny issue 
obviously has applications to the 
broader question of church-state 
separation in America. How 
sweeping these applications are 
is a matter of disagreement 
between the opposing sides. 
Although technically this is a 
state case, -Pfeffer told the court 
that its ultimate outcome would 
determine the constitutionality of 
the Higher Education , Facilities 
Act of 1963. This act made avail-
able federal grants to private and 
public institutions alike for con-
struction purposes. 
A proposal for Wake Forest 
College to accept funds under this 
act on the _principle of services 
rendered to the state was voted 
down last month by the Baptist 
State Convention of North Caro-
lina. 
In order to tie the state and 
federal issues together Pfeffer, in 
his opening agrument, cited three 
provisions of the state's Declara-· 
tion of Rights and two amend-
ments to the federal constitution 
yvhich h~ argued were violated by 
partial support of the four col-
'leges. 
Attorneys · for the defense said 
they would challenge the standing 
of the Horace Mann League ·and 
of the citizen plaintiffs to claim 
injury in the court, a tactic which 
has in the past discouraged liti-
gation of the federal question in 
the federal courts. 
In his opening argument Pfeffer 
described the issue as one "on 
which the future of public educa-
tion in this country rests." 
Thomas B'. Finan, Maryland at-
torney general, arguing the state's 
case in an almost exact reversal 
of Pfeffer's position, characteriz-
ed the battle as "the Armageddon 
... of the private educational sys-
tem." 
Pfeffer contended that · the case 
, ·" 
has nothing to do with schools 
that il.re private but non-church-
related, such as Harvard Univer-
sity and the University of 
Chicago. Marbury argued that 
even such schools as these are 
involved because their original and 
current church-relatedness cannot 
be entirely dismissed. Harvard, 
for example, has a divinity school, 
he stated, and Baptists still ap-
point one of Chicago's trustees. 
The New York attorney began 
by asserting that the current case 
does not involve the question of 
government aid to church-re~ated 
hospitals and other types of wel-
fare institutions. Nor, he said, 
does it deal with the issue of 
indirect aid to - educational insti-
tutions such as loans and scholar-
ships. 
His opponent Marbury argued 
back that such dissociations can-
not be made. "You walk into 
Mercy Hospital (a Roman Cath-
olic institution in Baltimore) and 
what do you find?" he asked. 
He answered by d e s c r i b i n g 
a statue of the Virgin Mary in 
the lobby, shrines on every floor, 
garbed nun nurses moving to and 
fro. Yet, he 'declared, "there is 
direct federal aid to Mercy Hos-
pital." He contended that if 
church-related colleges are ruled 
out on grounds that they are 
places of religious worship and 
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ministry, so must such hospitals. 
The Baltimore lawyer noted, 
"We are not here to consider 
lower schools. Mr. Pfeffer would 
say no distinction can be drawn 
between . higher and I o w e r 
schools." He argued .that such a 
distinction has been made by 
former President C6nant of Har-
vard and by the solicitor for the 
U S. Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare. 
The first week of the trial, 
which was expected to last two 
weeks, was devoted mainly to 
presentation of the plaintiffs' 
:::ase. In the cases against the two 
Catholic colleges, documents were 
introduced that were intended to 
prove that these schools are sat-
m·ated with Christian or Catholic 
aims in origin, nature, purpose, 
curriculum, etc. They are owned 
and operated by orders of Cath-
olic nuns. 
Although the College of Notre 
Dame has a few non-Catholic stu-
dents, St. Josephs College is op--
erated almost exclusively for 
Catholics, according to evidence 
presented. 
The cases against Hood College 
and Western Maryland concen-
trate on required · chapel attend-
ance and one or more required 
courses in religion at each school. 
It was also noted that b6th insti-
tutions were church-related in 
their founding and ·that they have 
loosely · maintained their church 
connections since. 
Attorneys for the plaintiffs ar-
gued the inseparability of reli-
gious instruction from so-~alled 
secular instruction in the curric-
ulum of the schools, especially the 
Catholic schools. They also con-
tended that financing of the so-
called secular functions of the 
defendants cannot be separated 
from the total financial program 
of the institution. The defense 
promised to challenge both con-
tentions. 
*Gainer E. Bryan, Jr. is editor of 
the Maryland Baptist. This is the 
first of two articles written while 
the Maryland case was being 
heard in the Anne Arundel County 
Circuit Court. 
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SBC v_oting charges 
rated story 9f year 
The , investigation of alleged 
voting irregularities during the 
1964 Southern Baptist Conven-
vention in Atlantic · City, N. J ., 
has been rated the top SBC news 
story of the year by denomination-
al editors. 
It received 11 first place votes 
on the 34 ballots which were cast. 
A first place ·vote counted as 10 
points, second place, vote as nine 
and tenth place vote as 1 point. 
Using this basis, the voting issue 
received 199 points. 
It barely nosed out the second 
place story of the year-South-
ern Baptists stand behind present 
wording of the first amendment. 
The church-state issue won eight 
first place votes and 195 points. 
It was a year when no story 
was a runaway winner of top 
honors. Four, in fact, rated well 
in point totals. Third place by a 
two-point margin was the new 
16-year, 5000-missionary goal an-
nounced by the SBC Foreign Mis-
sion Board. It had four first 
places and 164 points. 
Balloting for the 10 top stories 
each year in the SBC is conducted 
by the Baptist Press, SBC news 
service. Eligible to vote are the 
editors of 28 Baptist state news-
papers, staff members of the SBC 
Executive Committee at Nashville 
- the sponsor and main budget-
ary supporter of the Baptist 
Press, and regional editors. of .the 
news service in other cities. 
Several editors failed to vote 
or did not send in their ballots in 
time to be counted. 
A release to the press . by Joe 
W. Burton, Nashville, registration 
secretary at Atlant'ic City, · first 
brought the alleged election ir-
regularities to' light. 
A few months later, the 
SBC Executive Committee heard 
~vidence of these allegations. 
Although there was no concrete 
evidence of any vote fraud, the 
Executive Committee enacted 
tighter registration and voting 
procedures as preventive steps at 
future convention sessions. 
The year 1964 witnessed a 
major attack on the first amend-
ment to the U. S. Constitution. 
This attack came to a focus in 
the so-called movement for the 
"Becker amendment." With Bap-
tist editors in the forefront, the 
denomination generally opposed 
the Becker amendment and took 
the position that religion should 
be a ·voluntary response to God, 
free of government intrusion. 
Points Story First Place Votes 
199 Alleged SBC voting irregularities investigated __________ ______________ (11) 
195 Southern Baptists stand behind present wording of 
first amendment -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( 8) 
164 Foreign Mission Board calls for 5000 missionaries __________ ( 4) 
162 North America's Baptists celebrate Third Jubilee in 
Atlantic City -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( 4) 
129 North Carolina defeats federal aid to colleges, and 
expanded trustee plan -------------------------------------------------------------- ( 1) 
121 Position on race taken by 1964 SBC in Atlantic City ___________ (1) 
110 North American Baptist Fellowship comes into being; SBC 
studies joining it ------------------------------------- ___ ------------------------------ ( 1) 
100 Home Mission Board elects Arthur B. Rutledge to succeed 
Redford 
90 896 laymen lead West Coast Evangelism Crusade 
84 Cooperative Program fl.t SBC level once more reaches 
advance stage -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ( 2) 
81 Mission boards offer new type of appointment-journeyman 
and US-2 -----------------------------------------------------------------"------------------------ ( 1) 
58 Vatican Council maneuvers through 3rd session, covered 




Second Church, Conway 
SECOND Church, Conway, 
William West, pastor, has made 
marvelous progress in every 
phase of the church ministry. 
A few months ago, it was our 
privilege to work with Mr. West 
and the good people in Second 
Church in a Stewardship empha-
sis. They have used some phase 
of our Stewardship programs ev-
ery year and the last two years 
they have used the "Growth in 
Christian Stewardship" empha-
sis. Last year they also had a 
week's Stewardship revival with 
the writer doing the preaching. 
s lNG YE PEOPLE, 0 people sing! 
Sing for joy; let your voices ring, 
For in Bethlehem in early morn, 
In David's town, a Saviour is born. 
0 come ye people and worship Him ! 
Let loud hosannas to Him ring 
Until this message covers the earth 
And hearts of men shall know rebirth. 
Elsie E. Thornburg 
OFFICE STAFF, ARKANSAS WMU 
Nancy Cooper 
Mrs. R. E. Hagood Mrs. Melvin Murphree 
Mary Hutson Mrs. Clarence S. White 
~tatistics can never tell all the !tt~IJIIIJIIIJI&ISIIIJIIBIIIJIIIJI_IIJI ..... W.• 
story but here are a few: Since 'IIi w 
1958 the church has averaged 
baptizing 38 people each year; 
the total gifts to 'the church have the nurture and admonition of Sunday School 
increased from $216, 169 to $45,- the Lord. When this happens, 
966, or 23 percent. that growth spells more evange- MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
But, better than all statistics, listie fever, a more enthusiastic AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR 
one can feel the togetherness of approach to Kingdom work and 
the people with a mutual love be- more victorio~s ,work for Christ. 
tween pastor and people. Conway There is pessimism among 
is in a ·County that has a Baptist many because we are down in 
college sponsored by the North some departments of our Baptist 
American Baptist Association. work, but there is no pessimism 
The North American Baptists among the good people of Second 
and the American Baptists have . Church, Conway. 
as many rural churches as South- Now, perhaps we can all agree 
ern Baptists in the county. Yet, that we as Baptists have been a 
Second Church has continued to little weak on the teaching of the 
grow. We give you this back- Commission given by Jesus. But, 
ground to show that this growth there is no reason to go on a 
has not been easy. It took proper binge of criticism. We need to 
planning plus some real hard acknowledge our error and start 
work. a more intensive indoctrination 
If every Baptist church in Ar- of our people. This includes the 
kansas could have made the same doctrine of Stewardship.-Ralph 
progress over the last seven Douglas Associate Executive Sec-
years, we would have baptized retary ' 
Lawson Hatfield, Secretary 
Jerry Don Abernathy, Associate 
Mary Emma Humphrey, 
Elementary Director 
Susie Sessions, Office Secretary 
Lexie Lee Sullivan, 
Records Secretary 
many, many more people; our 
people would be better stewards 
of their money and our state Co-
operative Program budget re-
ceipts for the year would have . 
been $3,432,654.41 instead of $1,- , 
831,273.00. 
New Arkansas Buptist subscribers 
The church that emphasizes 
the stewardship of money is not 
hurting its opportunity of service, 
it is helping its members grow in 
Page Sixteen 
Church Pastor 
One month free trial received: 
Ebenezer Kenneth R. Everett 
Whitton James McDaniel 
New Budgets: 








THE outside of Christmas is 
visible. You can see it. It is there 
in Christmas trees, in holly, in 
toys, in gay store windows, in 
gifts wrapped in bright paper. 
The outside of Christmas can be 
heard. In chimes. In carols. In or--_ 
gan music. Iri the voices of the 
choir. In sleighbells. The outside 
of Christmas can be tasted. 
There's the turkey and cranberry 
sauce, the pumpkin pie and the 
candy. 
In the hurry and scurry of the 
Christmas season most of us limit 
our contact to the outside of 
\ 
Christmas. We are so busy that 
we do not have time to get inside 
Christmas, so Christmas becomes 
for most of us a surface experi-
ence. ' 
To discover the true riches of 
the Christmas season we must 
penetrate beneath the surface; we 
must get inside Christmas. And 
when we get inside of Christmas, 
Christmas will get inside of us 
and we will have a truly mystical 
experience. 
No one knows how to go about 
exploring the inside of Christmas. 
Each of us must go adventuring 
to find the inside of Christmas in 
his own way. One thing is certain 
and that is that we must get 
away from the turmoil and the 
crowds and the outward excite-
ment that are so much a part of 
DECEMBER 24, 1964 
the outside of Christmas. We 
must get away from the visible, 
and journey into the invisible. 
We must quiet the mind. We 
must seek the inside of Christmas 
in the silence; we :must look for 
it in our deeper selves.. We may 
go alone into a cathedral or 
chapel late at night to meditate. 
We may sit alone by the fire in 
our homes after all the others 
have retired and open ourselves to 
the inflow of good will and joy 
and peace. We may take a long 
walk under the stars, or through 
the softly falling snow .. We may 
sit by the bedside qf a sleeping 
Httle one and think about the mir-
acle of childhood. 
When we take the time to seek 
and find the inside of Christmas 
the Christmas · spirit will glow 
with a new radiance within our 
hearts. . . Copied .. 
Merry Christmas to all our 
readers from the Church Music 
Department.-Hoyt A. Mulkey, 
Secretary ; Annie Mary Wilson, 
Office Secretary 
Counselor of deferment .. 
The devil belittles seldom 
A doing of a worthy deed. 
He even argues for it 
As a part of his owh creed, 
But urges that it be delayed 
For reasons he prescribes. 
When 'tis at last too tate to act, 
His urgings turn to jibes. 









Write or Call 
Phone OR 5-2468 
BOONEVILLE, ARKANSAS 
YOU CAN INVEST YOUR AVAILABLE FUNDS 
IN 
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH 
6120 West 32nd Street 
little Rock, Arkansas 
FIRST MORTGAGE SERIAL BONDS 
Series January 1, 1965 
Property Evaluatio~ $176,820-This issue of Bonds $80,000 
e Church located one-half block from Little Rock University 
e Southern Baptist Church-212 Membership-147 in Kindergarten 
$3'5,169.83 Twelve Months' Income* 
*November 1, 1963-November 1, 1964 
This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation to buy these securities. That offer Is 
made by the prospectus only. 1 
The Offering Prospeetus Is Available From: 
Guaranty Bond and Securities Corporation 
Box 4354 LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 
Home Office 1717 West End Suilding, Nashville, Tennessee 
- - - - - - - - - - ·-Clip Coupon Here- - - - - - - -
GUARANTY BOND AND SECURITIES CORPORATION 
, Write Box 4354 or call LO 5-8284, Little Rock 
I am interested in the new Bonds of the University Baptist Church, Little 
Rock, Arkansas. 
Please send me a copy of the Prospectus. 
I have $---------------------------- to inve~t .Prefer Bonds of ------------------------ maturities 




















. linda allen, dick bumpass, winston hardman, neil jackson, ruth 
johnson, jamie jones, paul larsen, j. t. midkiff, nancy pliilley, 
aubrey seibert, james smalley, and juanita strauble · 
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B1·otherhood 
Call for volunteers 
THE capabilities of Christian 
men differ both in kind and in 
degree, but God uses all men who 
will be used. However, every one 
whom God uses in His service is 
a volunteer. There are no con-
scripts in God's army of willing 
men. 
"Who shall I send, and who will 
go for us" The answer of a will-
ing heart is, "Here am I ; send· 
me" (Isiah 6 :8). 
The 1965 Pioneer . Crusades, 
~ponsored by the Brotherhood 
Department, are scheduled for 
July. As of now, a call has come 
for enough men to labor in 
THREE associations in Nebraska 
and Colorado. Arkansas Baptist" 
en have worked in these pioneer 
areas for the last three summers, 
and we are asked to provide 
orkers for still another associa- · 
'on during the 1965 Crusade. 
We will not, for some weeks 
_ et, follow our general plan of 
appeal through pastors, mission-
aries, and Brotherhood presidents, 
Training Union 
"M" Night report 
Aaoclation Meet. Tot. Chi. Patra. Dir'a. 
Held Attand. Rep. 
Arkansas Valley 1 240 17 16 12 
Ashley 1 123 -12 11 
Bartholomew 1 209 11 9 10 
Benton County 1 3&& 20 1( 13 
Bilr Creek 1 64. 6 6 1 
Black River 1 861 19 14. 16 
Bo<me-N ewton 1 266 Z1 17 16 
Bw:kner 1 178 20 16 8 
Buekvllle 0 
Caddo River 1 99 8 8 8 
Calvary 1 197 l6 18 10 
Carey 1 223 111 10 8 
Caroline 1 322 24. 18 1-6 
Carroll County 1 82 6 6 8 
Centennial 1 120 7 7 6 
Central 1 272 81 26 26 
Clear Creek 2 304. 16 10 18 
Concord 1 783 30 20 21 
Conway.Perry 1 118 1Z 7 12 
Current Rlver 1 233 12 10 , 7 
Dardanelle-
10 7 Ruaaellvllle 1 122 16 
Delta 1 364 24. 18 19 . 
Faulkner 1 164 16 6 11 
Gam_esville 1 117 11 II 8 
Greow. County 1 413 3-6 24. 27 
Harm oil)' 1 961 80 28 24 
Hope 1 
'" 
28 19 17 
Independence 1 127 1( 11 6 
Liberty 4 1,078 48 42 46 
Little Red River 1 188 10 9 6 
Little River ~ 186 111 13 9 }(jaslssippi 
County 2• 618 38 31 26 
llt. Zion 1 34.8 28 21 1'1 
Ouachita 1 110 9 7 7 
Pulaski County 1 822 84. 211 19 
No. Pulaski 1 626 27 14 20 
Red River 1 286 19 21 11 
Rocky Bayou 1 91 10 3 
' Stone-Van Buren 10 · 6 Searcy 1 189 12 
Tri-County 1 484. 23 20 20 
Trinity 1 827 32 28 Z6 
W asb.-Madlson 1 608 28 18 Z4 
White River 1 288 14 12 8 
---
Totals 47 13,868 821 627 1164 
DECEMBER 24, 1964 
for their help in enlisting men 
for the Crusade. Instead, we are 
going to endeavor to get a,s many 
volunteers as possible before we 
make any other approach. 
Two men have already vol-
unteered as 1965 Crusade partic-
ipants. Some ·others have been 
perennial volunteers, and can be 
counted on to go. How about you ? 
Will you join these? And will you 
write the Brotherhood Depart-
ment, 302 Baptist Building, Little 
Rock, to place your name among 
the volunteers? 
When we come to the time of 
endeavoring to fill out the com-
plement of men by searching 
them out individually, it ~ill help 
tremendously to have a back-log 
of men who have already vol-
unteered to go. ' "Will you be 
enlisted as a volunteer?"-Nelson 
Tull, Secretary 
Facts of interest 
Organizing mission 
TEMPLE Church, Waldron, or-
ganized in July, 1962, is now 
establishing a mission at Blue 
Ball. 
Constituted with 11 members 
by letter and two on profession of 
faith, Temple Church now has 65 
~embers and a Sunday School en-
rollment of 78. 
Harmon Allen, then pastor of 
Parks Church and moderator of 
Buckner Association, was a leader 
in establishing Temple Church. In 
September of this year, he re-
signed. In October, he was in the 
Blue Ball commQnity. In the first 
five Sundays he preached _ there, 
seven were converted. He has led 
in the organization of a Sunday 
School. Attendance the first Sun-
day was 47. He will continue as 
missions pastor as long as his1 
health permits. 
Herbert Dedmon is pastor of 
Temple Church. 
••.. AMERICANS spent a record of $413 million on nonprescriptive drugs 
last year. This includes $350 million for aspirin alone. 
•••• Women a-re holding down jobs in every one of the 489 occupations 
in the Census Bureau's list. The United States has 101 women blacksmiths, 
85 locomo.tive engineers, 301 stevedores, and nearly 1,000 women "lumber-
men, raftsnten, and woodchoppers." Some women are even workiJlg under-
ground. The last census showed 266 lady coal miners. 
• •• • Thirteen years ago; about 25 percent of all · Americans in the 18-21 
age group were in colle,ge. Today, about 40 percent are in pursuit · of a 
higher education. Experts estimate a college enrollment of seven million 
by 1970. 
. . • • A parking garage shaped like a water wheel has been invented by 
Kyosuke Mori of ,Tokyo, Japan. This new rotary garage is designed to 
handle a number ,of cars .and yet take us as little space a·s possible.-The 
Survey Bulletin 
This is neither an offer to · buy nor sell these securttlee 
That offer is made through the prospectus 
SIX (6%) PER CENT INTEREST 
Invest in OUR BAPTIST GROWTH 
FIRST MORTGAGE, SERIAL, SINKING FUND BONDS 
Intetrest Paid Semi-Annually 
Denominations - $1000 $500 $250 $100 
I 
Now OffeJ.ting Investments in Arkansas Baptist Growth 
Maturities Every Six Months from 1 Year to 131,2 Years 
For Information Write: 
GUARANTY BOND AND SECURITIES CORPORATION 
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INDEX 
For all 1964 lssnes of the ARKANSAS BAPTIST NEWS~GAZINE. Refer to It when you are needing facts, flgnrea and Inspiration for y011r 
enlightenment or the enlightenment of others on what we Baptists are doing and endeavoring to do. We suggest that if you are not already keeping a -
manent file of the paper that you atart doing so with this issue. We plan to give you a complete index in the closing issue of each year's pal>81'& 
Key to listings: (E) editorial; (BL) Beacon Lights of Baptist History;· (CMH) Courtship and the Home; (PS) P ersonally Speaking; (SS) suna. 
School Jesson; (MR) Middle of the Road. '.!;he first numeral is the number of the month, as 10 for October, the second number indicates the date 
that month the issne was published and the third Is the page number • 
. A 
Abernathy, Jerry Don, assoeiate Sunday School 
secretary- 9-24 pll 
Adams, Ernie to Nashville (E)-2-.6 p8 ;-2-6 
pll ; More about--2-20 p16 
Adams, Haywood speakers-8-27 pll 
Adams, Travis M. new edueation assoeiate---3-12 · 
p11 . 
Adopted children (CMH)-9-3 p6 
Alaska: Earthquake---4-10 pp12-13 
Alcohol: B1·own raps beer in refrigerator-1-80 
p12; War!-2-27 p5; Women alcoholies-2-27 
p6 ; Christian Foundation newsletters- 2-27 
pp18-19; 'Legal cont>rol'-2-27 p27 ; Clergy of-
ficers in wa1~2-27 p32 ; Testimony • by Miss 
America--2-27 p5; And today's youth- 4-30 p6 ; 
In a complex society (SS) -5-14 p22 ; Some 
Arkansas facts (E)-7-? p4; Public 'hog pens' 
(letter)-7-23 p5; Film lost (letter) - 10-22 
p4; Human sacrifice---12-3 p7; American Coun-
cil 12-17 p5 
Allen, Harmon resigns Parks Church-10-29 
p6 
Allison, Clarence A.: (Letter)-1·9 p4; On fur-
lough-1-16 plO; Plans changed-1-23 p8 
Alpena, First Church ground breaking-6-28 p14 
Amen: On saying (E)-4-23 p3; (letters)-6·14 
p5; (letter)-6-18 p4 
Ameriea: Who Is tampering with the soul of-
1-30 plO 
Animal Ages (CN)-8-20 p18 
"Another Country": Obscene, profane (letter)-
10·15 p9 
Annuity board: Southern Baptist Protection Plan 
-2-18 pl7 
Apostles: Peter, James and John (SS)-2·6 p22 
Arkadelphia: Park Hill Church de<licatlon-5·21 
p13; First Church Chorale---12-10 p6 
Arkansas A. and M. students at :tilew Orleans 
conference---4-16 p13 
Arkansas Baptist Convention: Our 1963 statistics 
-1-16 p2; Building burglarized-1-16 p6 ; An-
nual report cooperative fund-1•30 pp26-29 ; Co-
operative fund receives new record for world 
missions (Ex. bd.)-2-20 p4; Housing for state 
convention-3-19 pll; Vote to continue (BL)~ 
3-26 p7 ; Interest In education (BL)-4-16 p7; 
Pride In education (BL)--4-23 p6; Quarterly 
report--4-30 pp18-21; Name the camp contest 
-5-7 p12 ; Contest <jeadline---5-14 p11 ; Arkan-
sas Baptists begin again (BL)-8-13 p9; Pro-
posed amendments-lO-t pll; Memorial mom-
ents (letter)-10-8 p4; El Dorado program 
-10-8 p6; Ministers' wives meeting-10-15 p12 ; 
Arkansas Pastors' Conference---10-15 p12; 
Youth Night--10-15 p17; Attention, messengers 
-10-22 p7; Music and Education Conference 
-10-22 p7; Proposed budget--10-22 p14; El 
Dorado bound (PS)-10·20 p2; Attention, mes-
sengers- 10-29 p12 ; Chester Swor Youth 
Night speaker-10-29 p12; Southern alumni 
meet--10-29 p13; New Orleans alumnl- 10-29 
p13; Contributions report--10-29 pp26-29; Of-
fleers (Cover)-11-12; Newcomers at Conven-
tlon-11-12 p5; Pastors, wives elect--11-12 
p5; President's address-11-12 pp9, 18; Ar-
kansas Baptists at El Dorado--11-12 pplO, 11, 
18; Convention report, annual sermon- 11-12 
p12; Annuity benefits-11-12 p13; Arkansas 
for Baptists (BL)- 11-19 p8; New members 
of committees, board-11-19 p9; Music-Educa-
tion electlon-11-19 p10; Support Mississippi 
College ' (BL)- 11-26 p8 ; Raises school ques-
tion (BL)- 12-10 p7; Ex. bd. committees-12-
10 p12; Dec. meeting-12-10 p11; Parlimentary 
PTocedures- 12-10 p6; Difficult days (BL) -
12-17 p7; Personnel to Nashville- 12-17 p13 
Arkansas Baptist Home for Children: (Ex. bd.) 
-8-6 p8; Joins Child Welfare League---4-16 
p12; Sponsorship Program-4-28 p22 ; Open 
house---6-25 pp20-21 ; Future uncertain for grad-
uates-7-2 p7; All's well that ends well-7-
16 p11; Birthday party-7-30 pp8-9, 29; New 
concept In child care---10-29 p20 ; The basic 
problem (Ex. bd,)-11-19 plO; 'When we have 
eaten and are full' (E)-11-26 p3 ; Thanks-
giving and children (letter)-11-26 p4; Wish 
you were my i:laddy-11-26 p12, (letter) - 12-24 
p5 
Arkansas 'Lives'-12-17 p13 
Arkansas Baptist Hospital: Opens wing-1-9 p6; 
Reports-2-27 p10; Queen ·chapel dedicated-
4-2 p8; Practical nursing planned- 7-16 p11 
Arkansas Baptist hospital, mental unit: ·Fayette-
ville action (letter)-1-2 p4; Sticking to facts 
(E)-6-21 p3 ; Student nurse llfe---6-25 p10 
Arkansas Baptist N ewsmagazlne: We thank you 
slr-3-5 p8; Weekly reminder of profession of 
Page Twenty ' f 
falth-4-16 p12 ; Ten-point type (E)-6-7 p3 ;-
Arkansas Baptist newspaper (BL)-6-11 p8 ; 
No July 9 paper-7-2 p6; 'Using the paper' 
(E)-7-16 p3; (letter.) p28; Fan (letter)-7· 
16 p28; State paper needed (E)-8-6 p3 ; Al-
most necessary ,(letter)-9-3 p5; The Aug. 27 
paper (letter)-9-10 p6; Budget proposed-9-24 
p5; Likes paper (letter)-10-29 p4; Plug for 
paper (E)-11-12 p4 ; Appreciation (letter)-
12-24 p5 
Arkansas 'Lives'- 12-17 p13 
Arkansas State Training School for Glrls-7-
23 p7 
Ashdown : First Church exceeds Lottie Moon goal 
-1-30 p12 
Ashley County Association, crusade successful-
4-2 p22; Girls to Ridgecrest--6-11 p9; Prayer 
retreat-7 -23 p12 · 
Ashman, Bob to Youngstown-3.12 p12 
Association, entertaining (BL)-11-12 p8 
Atmosphere, Spiritual (MR)-4-30 p8 
Axum, Donna : Miss America Inspired by rally-
3-6 p5; and New American Standard Bible-
3-12 p13 ; Miss Amerlca-7-30 p6; At Im-
manuel Church-10-8 p10 
Ayers, Walter K. tent revlvals- 5-28 p13 
B 
Baker, Frank. J. named associate pastol'-1-30 p13 
Ballentine, Dr. George to London-5-7 - p13 
Ballentine, Herman to Grandview-4-9 p10 
Ballou, Norma, bank examiner- 12-10 p13 
Baptist beliefs : Basis (FF)- 1-2 p18 ; Eternal 
life (BB)-1-9 p9 ; About God (FF )-1-9 p18 ; 
The name "Christian" (BB)- 1-16 p7; About 
Jesus i_FF)-1-16 pl9; The name 'disciple' (BB) 
- 1-23 p7; the Holy Spirit (FF)- 1-23 p18; 
The name 'apostle' (BB)-1-30 p7; About the 
Bible (FF)-1-30 p20; The name 'Saints' (BB) 
-2-6 p18; About man (FF)- 2-6 p19; Funda-
mentals of the faith (letter) - 2-13 p4 ; The 
name 'Brother' (BB)- 2-18 p7; Sin (FF)-2-13 
p21; Easter (BB)-2·20 p9 ; Salvation (FF)-
2-~0 p20; Lord's Day (BB)-2-27 p6; Atone-
ment (FF) - 2-27 p29 ; House of the Lord (BB) 
-3-16 p7 ; the Church (FF)-3-5 p18; Ordi-
nances (FF)-3-12 p21 ; Temple of the Holy 
Spirit (BB)-3-12 p22; Believers baptism (BB) 
- 3-19 p7; What the doctor meant (let ter)-
3-19 p21; Christian life (FF)-3-19 p22; 
'Closed' communion (BB)-3-26 p8 ; The life to 
come (FF)-3-26 p17; The Christi.,n's cross 
(BB)- 4-2 p7; Baptists Protestants ? (El - 4-9 
p4 ; Baptism for the dead (BB)-4-30 pp7, 23 ; 
Infant baptism (BB)- 5-7 p9 ; Infant salvation 
(BB)-5-14 plO ; Christian greatness (BB)-6-
21 p21 ; Christian and the tithe (BB)- 6-11 p7; 
Christian stewardship (BB)- 6-18 p7 ; Christian 
and sin (BB)-7-2 p18; Sin of church-wrecking 
(BB)- 7-16 plO ; Sin of ' body-defilement (BB) 
-7-23 p21; Fatalism or faith (BB)-7-30 p12; 
Sing of tongues (BB)-8-0 p8; Suffering with 
Christ (BB)-8-13 p9 ; Earnest of our inheri-
tance (BB)-8-27 p17; Authenticated by Holy 
Spirit (BB)-9-3 p14; Washing of regeneratio11 
(BB)- 9-10 p16; Clothed with power (BB)-9-
17 p7 ; Repentance or r egret (BB)- 9-24 p8; 
Hardening Pharoah's heart (BB)- 10-1 p8 ; 
Gentiles (BB)-10-15 plO; Sinless perfection-
10-22 pl9; Training of children (BB)-10-29 
p6; Women silent in churches (BB)- 11-5 p7 · 
Did. P,aul change his message (BB)- 11-12 p7; 
Christ s gospel (BB)-11-19 p7 ; Contending for 
Moses body (BB)- 11-26 p7; Husban<:l of One 
Wife (BB)-12-24 p9 
Baptisms: Top Arkansas churches-6-21 p16; 
Correction-5-28 p23 
Baptist Building savings bonds-6-25 p l 2 
Baptists, Image: (E)-1-9 p3 ; Something new 
(Ex. bd.)-1-23 pp5, 18 
Baptist Information and Service Center (let ter ) 
-3-12 pp4-5 
Baptist Standard-8-20 p16 
Baptist Student Union: Influence (letter)-2-27 
p4 ; Summer foreign mlssionaries-3-5 p15 ; 
Summer home misslonaries- 3-12 p16; Interest-
Ing contrast (E)-4-2 pp3-4; Worleys to Laos 
-4-9 p18; What makes a deacon (E)-4-30 
pS ; New officers-5-7 p11 ; "Haven of rest" 
(letter) - 5-21 p4 ';' Where the? (E)-7-2 p4: 
Mlssionarles-7-30 p16 ; Student week at Glori-
eta, Ridgecrest--9-3 p8 ; Arkansas In big eight 
-10-15 p15; On amendments~10-29 p5; Inter-
national retreat--12-3 p5 
Baptist World Alliance: World Fellowship Sun-
day-1-30 pp14-15 ; Going to Miami (letter) -
7-30 p4; NABF in BWA Oetter)- 9-3 p5; 
Baptist World Congress- 12-17 pp8-10 ; greet-
ings-12-24 p6 
Baptist Year of J ubilee: Proclamatlon-1-2 
-1-9 p15 
Barber, W. Bernar .l to Benton-10-29 · p13 
Barks, Donald E. · o Pine Bluff-4-9 plO 
ll<trnett, Dale to Jenny Lind- 12-10 p12 
Bar nett, Weldon T. to Kansas-1-2 pll 
Bartholomew Association: Revivals-5-14 p14 
Batchelar, Pat to Lonoke---8-27 p12 
Bates, B. Franklin annlversary-12-3 pU 
Batesville, First Church building program-2-1 
p12 ; Surveyed- ·9-24 pl6 
Bauman, Robert H. : Ministry of book selling-
4-9 pll 
Baumgarden, Preston to Anderson Church-U-1 
p9 
Bayless, C. Gordon In 'Program'-4-9 p10; Re-
tire- 10-1 p11; Tearless retirement (PS)-1 
p2 
Bt~chtelheimer, Cheryl Jane (cover story)-9-17 
Bennet t, Lynn, student of the week-2-18 pll 
Berry, Kendall in meetlng-12-10 p11 
Berryville: Freeman Heights Church, dedi 
week-10-29 p12 
Bible, back to (letter)-1-28 p4; New Amerieu 
Standard, Our great blessing (E)-2-13 pps-1 
New Bible !et tnr)-3-5 p17; The veneratat 
book (BL)-1> 21 p7; Revision · (BL) - 12-3 p 
Bible Conferenc" -• 1-26 p9 
Big Creek Association: Revivals-4-23 p10 
Bishop, J. L. t o Pocahontas-1-2 p13 
Bjorkman, Thomas N. to USSR-6-7 p11 
Blame, placing the (E)-4-16 p4; Who lost ,-
hammer (MR)-10-29 p7 
Blann, Robert F . to Michigan-6-18 p18 
Blevins, Dexter to Norman, Okla.-3-19 p10 
Blaylock, David, evangelistic singel'-6-25 p11 
Bliss, John to Horsesboe---9-17 p12 
Blytheville: First Church birthday celebration-
9-17 p10-ll 
Boardman~...Dr. G. D., Last Baptism (BL)-6-4 pl9 
Bonham, Tal to Pine Bluff-1-16 p10 
Books: World full (E)-10-1 p4; Baptist book 
banning (E)-10-29 ppS-4 
Boone-Newton Association: Revivals-6-14 pH 
Boredom (MR)-7-2 p10 
Bounce back (MR)-8-26 p7 
Bouquet from Texas (letter)-8-20 p4 
Brackett, Garland-5-7 p12 
Bradshaw, Ernie, Star RA camper-7-30 pl6 
Bragging (MR)-1-2 p7 • 
Bratton, Clayburn Jr ordained-1-2 p10 ; To New 
Hope No. 2 Churoh-4-2 p10 
Bray, Tom E. to El Dorado--7-23 p12 
Briggs, Philip H. on Ridgecrest faculty-3-19 pll 
Brotherhood convention-2-6 p15 ; program-2-20 
p16; State RA camps-3-6 p16; Baptist Building 
contact (letter)-3·5 p17 
Brown, Mel to Runyan Chapel-3-19 p10 
Brown, Sherry Ann-11-26 p10 
Brown's Chapel Church, note burning-2-18 p12 
Broyles, Frank; cover story-12-10 p10; Speaks 
to gridders- 12-10 p13; Man on cover (E)-
12-10 p3 ; (letter) - 12-24 p6 
Bryan, Gainer· E. Jr., The open mind (E)-8-27 p3 
Buchanan, James C. Jr. to Grady-2-6 p12; correc· 
tion-3-6 pll 
Buckley, Darius (BL)-4-9 p7 
Buckner Association: Smithson ordalned-7-2 
p18 ; News-10-29 p15 
Buie, W. C. to Gould-12-17 p12 
Burleson, James, gets new assignment at OBG-
6-25 p8 
Busy: Keep busy (MR)-12-8 p10 
Butts, Doyle, Mr. HSTG-6-11 p19 
c 
Cady, Dr. J. W. to Texas-8-26 p10 
Caldwell, P. J. to Douglas-12-17 p12 
Caldwell, Rufus honored-7-30 p17 
Callaway, Dr. Joseph A., Important dig In Holy 
Land- 3-12 pp7, 18 
Calvary Assoc4ation: Bob Webll ordained-4-9 p9 
Camden, Cullendale Temple observes anniversary 
-3-19 p9; First Church honors international 
students-6-14 p12; Cullendale First SS award 
- 10-22 p10 . 
Cameraman, what (PS)-10-1 p2 
Campbell, Alexander: Opponent of missions (BL) 
- 1-9 p9; Attacks missions (BL)-1-23 pp7, 14 
Campbell, Jeff to Arkansas Baptist Hospital 
staff- 4-30 pll ;-6-28 pl8 
Campbell, Willard S. to staff of Christian Civic 
Foundation-1-30 p11, speaks-12-10 p12 
Canfield Church rebuilds-8-6 plO 
Cannibalism or Christianity? Sermon by Don B . 
Harbuck- 8-20 pll (letter) - 9-24 p4 
Cantrell, Hugh at Memphis-;-11· 5 p13 
ARKANSAS BAPTIST 
Capitol punishment (letter)-7-16 p29; Nelson 
rebuttal (letter)-7-30 p4; (E)-12-10 p4 
Carlisle: First Church annlversary-9-24 plO 
Caroline Association: Revlvals-4-23 p5; New 
pastors-5-7 pl2 
Carpenter, Verne E. to Hamburg- 7-23 plS 
Carroll County Association: Revivals- 5-14 pl4 
Cash, First Church adds 'Jibrary-1-9 p13 
Castleman, Dan D. ordalned- 9-17 p12 
Cathey, Mr. and Mrs. Sam honored at farewell 
party-1-30 plS 
Catholic increase (E)-5-14 p4 
Caudill, Herbert leaves Cuba- 7-16 p20 ; Surgery 
--10-1 p7 
Caylor, John to Louislana----'5-28 p13 
Ceilings (MR)- 4-23 pl9 
Centennial Association: March revivals- 3-12 
pl2; Simultaneous reviv.,Js-4-16 pl7; Elec-
tion-11-19 p9 
Central Association: Ray to Ridgecrest- 3-19 p9 
Challenge you (MR)-5-7 plO 
Change: This changing world (PS)-7-16 p2 
Chaplain's rare cargo--8-20 pl4 
Chapman, Lynn to Dallas-8-27 p12 
Charleston: First Church open bouse-1-9 p12 ,. 
Charm (MR)-4-9 p8 
Cherry Valley: First Church improvements---3-5 
pll 
Chesser, Don, resigns pastorate-6-25 p8 
Children : Let the children come-2-6 p8 
Christian Civic Foundation: Meeting open-1-9 p5 
Christian : Faces family tensions (SS )- 4-16 
pp21-22; And his neighbors (SS)-4-23 pp21, 
31; Use of leisure (SS) - 5-7 p22 ; Citizenship 
(SS)-5-21 pp22-23; Complete allegiance (E) -
11-19 p3; Christian faces a needy world (SS) 
-6-4 p22; And missionary imperative (SS)-
6-18 pp22-23; Christians, World's Fellowship 
of (SS)-6-25 p22; Christianity applied (E)-
11-5 p3 ; Call for relevant religion-11-5 pp5, 
7; Powerful religion-11-26 pp5, 21 
Christmas: Not in a manger (PS) - 12-17 p2; 
Bethlehem Star (PS)-12-24 p3; (CMH)-12-
24 p7 
Chronister, Mark, Eagle Scout-11-26 p11 
Cbtll'cb: Care, share, prayer-1-9 p10; Don't 
knock (E) - 4-2 p4; What's for church 1 (E)-
6-25 p3; Life or death (letter)-7-16 p28; 
Sister Church was ill-7-30 pp10, 13; fires 
a s taff member-9-17 p5 ; How choose (E)-
9-24 p3; Who cares (MR)-10-1 p9; Discipline 
(letter)-10-15 p4; Officers (SS) - 10-15 pp22-
23; Between trace chains (MR)-11-5 p8; With 
discipline (E)-11-26 p3; Church programing 
(letter)-12-3 p4 
Church and State (E) The Columbus study--
-2-20 pp3-4; War on poverty would use church 
-4-2 pll ; Church and crisis (E)-8-20 p2 
Church etiquette (MR)- 12-17 p7 
Church music: Primary choir festivals-3-12 p16 
Chesser, Zane to Norphlet-1-16 p10 
Christian principles In daily work (SS)-4-30 
p22 
Civil Disobedience (Letter)-6-4 p4 
Civil war disrupts Baptist work (BL)- 8-6 p8 
Clark, Lewis E. honored by ch\lrch-4-16 p12 
Clayton, Carolyn on BW A magazine-11-5 p11 
Clear Creek Association : Getting ready for a 
new day- 2-20 pp12-14; John Clement to Hot 
Springs-3-12 p13; Notes-7-30 p16; News-
10-29 p14 
Clegg, Harold to Van Buren- 12-17 p12 
Clinard, Gordon at TexaTkana- 10-22 p8 
Coad, Norman to Geyer Springs-8-6 p12 
Coats, Jimmy wins award- 9-17 p12 
Cobb, L. B. to speak at Pine Bluff-1-16 p10 
Cole, Minor: No potato peelin'-3-15 pp15, 16 
Coleman, Rev. H. S. (letter)-6-25 p4 
Coleman, Kenneth Orville ordalned-11-5 p11 
College days: ain't what they used to be-8-6 
p7 ; Church life-9-10 p7 
Collins, Nancy honored-3-5 p9 
Combs, Arnold to Tulsa-8-27 p13 
Concord Association: Missions Emphasis Week-
1-16 pll ; George O'Neel avallable-3-5 p11 ; 
By way of Africa (letter)-4-16 p4 ;. Assembly 
speaker-6-4 p11 ; Cluck, Darrell honored-
7-16 p16; Assembly successful-9-17 p13 ; 
Thomas Dove leaves Rye Hill- 10-8 p10; Notes 
-11-26 p17 
Congo: Christ and the Congo (E)-12-3 p3 ; 
Now I know Bill Wallace-12-17 p11; State-
ment on c.-isis-12-17 p11 
Conner, James C., named outstanding cadet-
8-20 p8 
Convention charter (BL)-6-25 p15 
Conway, Second Ch. (Ex Bd)-12-24 p16 
Cooper, Hugh, and church members aid pastor-
less church-6-25 p9 
Corning, First Church: new parsonage-10-29 
p18 
Cossey, J. I., Using the noggin (PS)-4-2 p2 
Coulter, T. R. Jr. honored-8-27 p11 
Courtney, Clifton to Lothair, Ky.- 3-12 p12 
Courtship : Coffee In his apartment (CMH)'-
6-4 p6; Interested In young man (CMH)-
7-80 p7 
Courtship : Enough lqve for marrlage-2-13 p6 ; 
Shall I marry a dlvo~ced man-2-20 pp8, 23 ; 
Petting (CMH)-7-16 p7 ; Social status (CMH) 
----'10-15 p6 
·Cowardln, Fred to Ohio--12-8 p12 
Cowling, Dale In oonference-11-26 p9 
Crawfordsville, First Church builds pastorlum-
6-18 p12 
r.reed, Robert C. to Pine Bluff-1-16 p10 
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Cregar, Ralph writes book-1-16 p10; "A Look 
down the Lonesome Road" revlewed-6-18 p21 : 
receives citation-8-2 p13: "Lonesome Road" 
(letter) - 10-15 p4; Race relationships (letter) 
- 11-5 p4; 'Lonesome Road' (letter)-11-19 p4 
·Crigler, Claude available-2-18 p12 
Criswell, W. A. survives crash-9-24 pll 
Crosby, E. L. Jr. to Warren-5-14 p14 
Crosswhite, Don, Singer available (letter)-6-18 
p4• . 
Crow, Dorsey author-8-6 p12 
Crucifixion; Three Crosses, a poem-3-19 p2; 
(SS)-3-19 pp20-21 · 
Current River, Gainesville Ass'n Pastor changes 
-6-11 p11 
D 
Dallas, P'rogress (E)-12-10 pp3-4 
Dardanelle, First Church to bulld-2-20 p10 ; 
groundbreaking '-- 4-16 p13; dedication - 10-22 
p18; First Church new au<litorlum-10-29 p13 
Darter, Gay ordained-6-11 P•4 
Daugherty, Lafern in Hawaii-10-1 p12 
Davis, Francis A. proposed as convention presl-
dent-5-14 p15 
Davis, James to Fayettevllle-2-18 p12 
Deacons: Church and (letter)-5-21 p4 
Death : In time of sorrow-4,23 ppS-9 
Deaths: Allen, Mrs. Gertrude--9-10 p13; Byrd, 
Dr. Edward Jones-1-9 p11 ; Berry, Mrs. Hen-
rietta Ragland-1-30 p13; Bledsoe, Troy H.-
4-9 plO; Baldwin, Lloyd Oliver-11-5 p10; 
. Coleman, H. Sterling-6-18 i>13 ; Chronister, 
Mrs. Jewell Mae-7-16 p12; Chandler, J. Vesta 
-9-10 p8; Coffman, Mrs. Victor H.-11-26 p11 ; 
Ellis, Oscar E.-2-27 plO; Finch, Charles W.-
11-12 p13; Gash, Mrs. Verna Whitebouse-7-
23 p11 ; Green) Mrs. Doris Rlley-7-23 p13; 
Harvey, Oscar C.-2-6 pl2; Hairston, Earl R-
5-21 p14 ; Henderson, Mrs. Lela L-lQ-16 p13; 
lnglesias, Lonne-10-22 p18; Kreis, D. M.-1-
16 plO; Kltcobens, Mrs. · Lillie Dempsey-1-30; 
p30; Kuespert, John Herman-5-21 p13; Kaffka, 
Leonard-9-3 p7; H. E. Kirkpatrick-10-22 p8; 
Kelly, Mrs. James V.-10-29 p14; McAninch, 
Mrs. Jessie Ladd-1-6 pll; Massey, Vernon-
7-16 p12; Matthews, Mildren-11-5 p9 ; Pierce, 
Dr. A . B.-2-13 p13; 3-5 pll; Roberts, W. E. 
l-9 pll; Riley, Dr. J. D-1-23 p8; Rollins, 
Dr. Robert A.--4-30 p9; Reeves, John D.-11-
26 plO; Simmons, Lon-1-23 p22 ; Sutterfield, 
J. N.-5-28 p12; Sawyer, Fred Orln-6-4 pll; 
Sutton, Richard •E.-7-16 p13; Smith, Mrs. 
Maxine-9-17 p9; Sipes, Dr. L. M.-11-26 p12; 
Tapp, George-3-12 p12; Taylor, F. A.-4-30 
p9; Taylor, I. E.-7-23 pll; Walker, Blanche 
R.-1-16 p10; Wbitington, Mrs. Minnie Lu Hul-
sey- 8-6 plO ; Williams, L. W.-10-8 p12, Hill, 
John L.- 12-10 p16; Edwards, Thomas H.-
12-17 p13 ; Witherspoon, Jesse B.-12-10 p15 
Decatur, First Church coronation-2-20 p11 
Dedmon, Herbert to Waldron-1-2 p11 
Defeatism (MR)-6-4 p19 
Delta AssociBtion: Churches consolidate-9-10 p9; 
Missionaries show churches potential-9-24 p16 
DeQueen, First Church: dedication of educational 
building-2-27 plO; Kern Heights dedlcation-
7-16 p17 
Des Arc: First Church honors senior' deacons-
7-2 pll ; dedicates educational buildlng-9-17 
p13 
Detours (MR)-1-16 p7 
Dickerson, Arliss dedicates llfe-9-10 p9 
Dipert, Dan to Texas-9-24 piO 
Discipline in Christian living (SS)-10-22 pp22-23 
Disbongb, W. W. leaves Newport (letter)-8-13 
p23 ; 1ocates in Searcy (letter )-9-17 p4 
Disobedience (MR)-7-23 p10 
Divorce and remarriage (BB)-4-23 pp6, 30 
Dbdd, .Paul Wayne ordained-8-6 p11 
Dodgen, Kim, perfect attendance-11-26 p12 
Doing as we please (E)-4-2 p4 
Doors, opening (MR)-11-12 p8 
Downing, Margaret R. honored-3-26 p11 
Draper, Charles W. ordained-6-11 p9 
Duffer, Bobby Ray graduates-7-16 p15 
Duffer, J. R. at worksbop-2-13 p12; prayer for 
3-5 p9 
Duke, Horace 0. ·Jr. to Las Vegas-9-24 p10 
E 
Eagle, Mrs. J. P (BL)-7-23 p10 
Easter: Resurreotlon of Jesus (SS)-3-26 pp22-
23 
Editorial (E)-4-16 pp3-4 
·Edmundson, Don, to Enid, Okla-2-13 p11 
Education: 'If you want to' (letter)-3-12 p4; 
Back to school agaip (CMH)-3-26 p6; . Bap-
tist (letter)-8,6 p4; Scholarshipitis-8-27 p16; 
School tax: 'Our main crop' (E)-10-8 p8; 
Doctors and brethren (letter)- 11-26 p4; The 
choice before our schools-12-10 pp8-9 
El Dorado, Union Church record attendance--
3-19 p11; First Church: Grassroots move (E) 
-10-29 p3; Immanuel Church buys second 
bome-11-5 p10 
Elliot, Elisabeth speaks-4-23 p10 
Emery, Rev. and Mrs. J. P.: Still active Bap-
tists-1-9 p12; Correction-1-23 p8 
Entertaining: What should I do about it7 (CMH) 
-8-20 p6 
Eudora, First Church, pastors and wlves-10-
29 p13 
Eustis, Bill H., in appreciation (letter)-4-30 p4 
Evangelism: Philip and Andrew (SS)-1-9 pp22-
23; Conference, a welcome-1-16 p14; Confer-
ence (E)-1-23 p3; Conference program-1-23 
pp16-17; Open Jetter from Dr. C. W. Caldwell 
-1-23 p23; llr. A.ennetn unatm, .t'reaeber 
Image (PS)-2-6 p2; Outstanding conferenee 
(E)-2-6 p3; Mulligan stew at the Caldwell& 
-2-6 p5; Dr. Kenneth Chafin, Problems or 
opportunltles-2-6 pp9, 17; Dr. C. •E. Autry: 
Preaching to dry bones-2-6 p10; No mlraele 
-2-18 p5; Chprcb development mlnistry-2-
18 ppS-9 ; Churches with no baptiams---3-12 
p16 ;· Conferenee program-11-26 pp22-23 
F 
Faith: Simple tTust of a child (CMH)-1-9 p8; 
On trial (SS)-8-'13 pp22-23 ; A new call to 
faithfulness (SS)-8-20 p22, MOTe than symbol 
\
E)-12-10 p3 
Fa se gods (MR)-8-27 p17 
Family life: The new picture (CMH)-5-21 p6; 
Praying together, playing together (CMH)-
6-18 p6; Facing the world (E)-12-10 p2 
Farris, John M. Jr. to Australia-4-16 p13 
Favell, C. H . Robbed-12-24 p13 
Fear of man-3-12 pp8-9; (letter)-4-9 p22 
Feldman, James H., Fulbright scholar---4-16 p13 
Fence worm (MR)-6-18 p21 · 
Finch, Charles W., death of (letter)-11-19 p18 
Fischer, Dwayne to Pine Bluff-2-27 pll 
Flshln' fever-4-2 p5 
Fitzgerald, James H. to Newport-~-7 pll 
Fleet, M.-. and Mrs. Ray T., missionaries to 
Brazil-7-2 p12 
Flight: God is my pilot (PS)-6-26 p2 
Flint, Mich., West Sid<! Church groundbreaklng 
-8-13 p11 
FOTgiveness needed (CMH)-4-16 pp6, 23 
Fort Smith: North Side Church ground breaklna 
-4-9 p10, FiTst Church chapel choir on tour 
-8-6 p12; Oak Cliff completes . sanctuary-
lO-S p10 
Fox, John W. graduates from Southern Seminary 
1-23 p9 
Fowler, Jim resigns Leonard Church-6-11 p11 
Fowler, R. E. to ~OTth Little Rock-1-2 pl3 
Foy, Alfred to North Carollna-5-14 p12 
Fray, M. G. (Bud) change of address...,-3-12 p12 
Freeze \rR)-7-16 p27 
Fun (M )-2-13 p19 G 
GA's: GAmboree-5-14 p17 ;-8-6 p13; Pictures: 
Sorry-10-1 p12 
Gadarene demoniac-2-13 pp22-23 
Gambling: Hot Springs (E)-2-27 p3·; Preacher 
'policeman' IE)-3-19 p3 ; The governor's stand 
(E)-4-2 p;., ; The governor's power (E)-4-9 
p3, and Baptists (letter)-4-23 pp4-5 ; Indict-
ment (E)-5-21 p3 ; Into the hands of thieves 
-5-21 p10; Beneath the surface (E)-6-18 
pp3-4; All gambling bad (letter)-6-18 p4; 
Churches United against Gambling (E)-7-16 
p3 ; p5 ; An election prediction (E)-7-23 lp3 ; 
Book-7-30 p5; Billy Graham invited to L ttle 
Rock-7 -23 P>l1 ; Garland countians against 
gambling (E)-7-30 p3; film available-7-30 
p19 ; Have mercy, ·Lord (poe~)-8-16 p15: 
Churches united against gambling (letter)-
8-13 p2; Case against legal gambllng-8-13 
pp3-6 ; FOT the duration (E)-8-13 p6; "Green 
Felt Jungle"-8-13 p12; Suit flled-8-27 p11 ; 
Gambling amendment study in deception-8-20 
(E)-p4 ; Phelps beads state gambling crusade; 
taxpayers challenge amendment tltle--8-20 p7; 
The Arknsas challenge-8-27 p5; No time to 
relax (E)-8-20 p7 ; Paul Bumpers (Pastor's 
study)-8-27 p9; "Sound of Gamlbling"-8-27 
pll ; Second Church, Little Rock opposes-8-27 
p11 ; Law title · confuslng-8-27 p13 ; Open 
letter to Arkansas mlnister-9-3 p2 ; A pro-
gress report (E)-9-3 p4; Enforcing the law 
- 9-3 p8; Arkansas' Jaw-9-3 p9; No risk 
(Pastor's study)-9-3 pp13-14 ; Hot Springs 
churches (E)-9-10 p3; Wolf In sheep's cloth-
ing (cartoon)-9-10 p4; Seminar planned-9-10 
p8; Hot Spring CUAG offlce;s-8-10 p10; Paid 
your poll tax 7 (Pastor's study)-9-.19 pl5; Two 
votes (poem)-9-10 p16; Leaders speak out 
(E)-9-17 p2; Jack Clack (pastor's study)-
9-17 p8; Facing Nov. 3 (Ed's Notebook)-9-24 
p2 ; Moral catastrophe (Ed's Notebook)-9-24 
pp2, 5; Gamb1lng bonanza (E)-9-24 p4 ; CUAG 
panel seminllll'-9-24 pp7, 8; The Christian's 
answer (Pastor's study)-9-24 p12; 'Great Is 
Diana' (E)-10-1 p3; Is it worth it (cartoon) 
-10-1 p3 ; Layman's vlewpoint-10-1 p10; 
Churches against gambling-10-1 p13; False 
economy (Pastor's study)-10-1 ppl4, 18; Cloud 
over Arkansas (cartoon)-10-8 n3: SenA<> nf 
values (Jetter)-10-l! p4; 'Greatest moral Issue' 
(letter)-lU-8 p4; Let's not fool ourselves-
lU-ll pp7, 1l!; A word for Hot i:lpt•ings-10-l! 
pp14, 18; This we don't need (cartoon(-10-l! 
pl8; Hot Springs bonanza (E)-10-15 pp3-4; 
And gubernatorial candidates-10-15 p5; Vote 
against 55- 10-15 p7; Destroyers or builders-
10-16 pp8, 9; and God (letter)-10-16 p9; 
Gambler's will (letter)-10-15 p9' ; Hot Springs 
youth opposes (Jetter)-10-15 p9; Hit by Hot 
Springs eohurch-10-15 p12; North Pulaski 
officers CUAG-10-15 p14; C. Z. Holland (!'as-
tors study)-10-16 p 15; Another Pandora (car-
toon)-10-22 p3 ; My native state (letter)-
10-22 p4; Facing the facts (letter)-10-22 pp4, 1 
18; Phelps charges 'snow job'-10-22 p8; C<ln-
trol of or by gambling (E)-10-29 pl; Wolves 
and the sheep (E)-10-29 p3; Against gambl-
ing (letter)-10-29 p4; Hello, goodbye (cartoon) 
-10-29 p9 ; Amendment 66 explained-10-29 
ppl0-11; Apology sougbt-10-29 p12; Denounce 
amendment-10-29 p12; 'No' to gambling (E) 
-11-12 p3; Others watched 56-11-12 p5; 
Ralph A. Phelps on victory-11-12 pl2; Con-
a Page T~~~-~~-
gratulations (letter)-12-3 p4; .Arkie trans-
planted (letter)-12-24 p5 
Garden (MR)-12-10 p7 
Gardner, John wins award~6-ll pll 
Garton, Betty honored by BSU-5-28 pl3 
Gateley, Harold G. to Korea-10-29 p15 
Gattin, Leroy BSU president--4-9 p9 
Gibson, Carroll Webster receives degree--5-14 p14 
Gibson, Oscar reunion chairman-11-5 p12 
Gilbreath, J. A. elected-9-10 p10 
Gilette, First Church organized-9-24 p10 
Glenn, Robert to Oklahoma-1-28 p13 
Glorieta: Arkansans in camp-6-26 p8; Sunday 
School Week-8-13 p10 ; 1965 SC!hedule--9-17 
pl8; Music Week-9-24 p10 
Glover, Hoyle honored by church-3-12 p13 
God, Against God-4-16 pp8-9; Concern for his 
people (SS)-7-2 pp22-23; Delivers his people 
(SS)-7-19 pp30-31; Covenant with his people 
(SS)-7-30 pp30-31; With us (SS)-12-17 p22 
Golden Gate Seminary: Choir in Arkansas-4-30 
p9 
Golden, Oscar to Benton-6-18 p13 
Goodner, Albert Jr. ordained-9-17 p12 
Goodwin Church debt-free--4-16 pl7; homecom-
ing-12-17 p12 
Gospel's leavening power (BL)-8-20 p9; Gospel 
in brief ( SS) -11-26 pp30-31 
Gossip-7-30 p11 
Grace: Falling away from (BB)-8-20 p9 
Graduation: the graduates of May-5-14 p13; 
Commencement in At·kansas· (E)-5-21 pp2-3 
Graham, Billy On election-12-10 p4 
Grasshoppers (CN)-S-20 p1S 
Gravette, First Church dedicates parsonage--1-16 
p12 
Green, Johnny to Oklahoma-4-2 p9 
Green, Lawrence E. to Rector-1-2 p12 
Greene County Association: Greenleaf at Para-
gould-3-26 pl6; Nelson Greenleaf to Para-
gould-4-16 p18 ; Weaver ordained-10-22 p8 ; 
News-10-29 p15 
Griever, E. E. honored-lO-S pll 
Griffin, James A.: 52 weeks with Arkansas 
Baptists-11-12 p5 
Grober, Glendon home--8-13 pll 
Gunn, B. Joe to Oklahoma-9-10 p9 
Gwaltney, Charles, Pilot Project dlrector-9-24 
p11 
B 
Hacker, S. D. new missionary-3-12 pll 
Halbert, W. H. to Fayetteville--7-30 p16 
Hall, Andrew at Ft. Worth-11-5 p4 
Halsell, Dr. T. E. speaks in Brazil-3-26 p13; 
Available for speaking engagements (letter)-
10-8 p4 
Haltom, Homer to Bearden-6-25 p11 
Hamburg: , Gardner becomes church-4-9 plO; 
Gardner moves to new sanctuary-9-3 p8 
Hammond, James H. ordained-2-20 plO 
Hammons, T. R., 60 years in ministry-5-7 pl3 ; 
9,000 baptisms-5-21 ppl2-13. 
Hancock, Mrs. J. D. awarded diploma-5-14 pl2 
Hands (MR)-7-30 p13 
Hannah, Jewel honored-6-11 pll 
Happy Hollow Church (BL)-5-14 p9 
Harbuck, Don honored-7-2 pl2 
Hardcastle, Mrs. Charles receives high award-
1-30 pl2 
Hardy : Spring River Church new parsonage--
1-2 pll; New Hope Church coronation-11-19 
pl8 
Harmony Association: Pastoral changes-1-9 pl2 ; 
Mission night-5-14 p13 
Hairstop, Martha Writes-12-24 pl3 
Harrington, R. D. to North Little Rock-3-5 p11 
Harris, 'George H. to Dermott-7-16 pl2 
Hart, Arthur L. retired-4-16 pl3 · 
Hatfield, Gracie new ABN wot·ker-4-2 plO ; 
Summer worker-6-11 p9 ; Heads Pig Club-
12-3 pl3 
Hatfield, Lawson, "I remember Papa"-6-18 p5 
Hatley, James W. named missiona·ry-1-80 pl3 
Hayes, Bill to Oklahoma-7-23 pl2 
Hays, Brooks: to Rutgers-1-23 plO; feted-3-26 
p2; 'Lower on the hog: (letter)-4-9 p22; 
honored at Little Rock-4-16 p11; in Rome--
10-22 p11; and the Pope (E)-11-19 p3; Cen-
sored by Tri-County Assn.-11-19 p10 
Heard, Gerald enters ministry-7-2 p11 
Hearne, Erwin M. Jr., history artist--4-23 p12 
Hearts, tune om· (E)-9-10 p3 
Hefley, James C., 'Living Miracles'-9-24 p16 
Heneisen, James Jr. to Ft. Smith-12-10 pl3 
Heresy, the greatest (PS)-3.-5 p4 
Hickem, B. G. honored-1-23 p10 
Hickey, Dr. and Mrs . Glenn E.: to Brazil-6-4 
);>9 
Hogue, Wesley ordained-2-6 p17 ' 
Holland, C. Z. : Attending educational meet--1-2 
p11 ; Honored by church-9-3 p7 
Holland, Robert to Cookeville, Tenn.-1-16 p10 
Hollaway, Lee enters political scene--6-11 pl4 
Hollywood: 'Eye on (E)-7-2 p3 
Holt, Miss Odessa authors articl'e-3-12 pl2 
Hooper, Mrs. Ernest, perfect attendance-10-15 
p14 
Hope Association: Revivals-5-14 p19 
Hot Springs: Rect01· Heights dedication-3-12 pll 
Huddleston, J. A. award winner-6-18 p12 
Huddleston, William C. to El Dorado-10-22 p7 
Huffmaster, J. B. honored by church-2-27 pl2 
Hughes Church: No room at the inn 7-1-23 p8 
Humility, hypocritical (MR)-4-16' plO; (letter) 
-12-10 p4 
Humor: Watch that sense of-1-9 pp6, 7, 17; and 
living (letter)-1-23 p4; Humor of Christ (E) 
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-3-19 p4; Serious use of humor (letter)-4-9 
pp5, 22 
Hunnicutt, Loyd L. honored by church-4-2 p8 
Hunt, Miss Alma convention speaker--!3-26 pl5 
Hunt, Thomas W. on program-4-30 p9 
I 
I b~lieve (letter)-4-9 p5 
Improve yourself (MR)-9-8 p17 
ingram, E. A. "happy" in Jaspet~9-10 plO; 
honored (letter)-12-24 p5 
J 
Jakes, Paul R. in Arkansas-10-22 p10 
Jameson, Jay Dee memorial fund-11-5 p11 
Jesus: Meets two rich men (SS)-1-23 p21; 
Christ in the home (SS)-2-27 pp2S, 29, 31; 
Before Pilate (SS) -3-12 pp20, 21, 23 
Jewish viewpoint (letter)-12-17 p5 
Jubilee o·evivals (Ex. bd.)-3-5 p2; (E)-3-5 
pp3-4; Jubilee year (letter)-4-9 p22 
Johnson, Mrs. Clarence, Mrs. Arkansas-4-9 p7; 
From Mrs. Arkansas (letter)-4-30 p4 
Jones, Denise, assistant editor-10-1 pl2 
Judson, Adoniram: answers critics (BL)-4-2 p7 ; 
Completes Bible translation (BL)-7-2 plO 
x; 
Karam, Jimmy schedule-2-6 p11; 3-5 p11 
KendTick, Bill G. ordained-4-16 p12 
Kennedy, J. F. assassination: Dallas agency 
.director bears 'chilling sound'-1-2 p5; (letter) 
-1-9 p4; White urges gift to Oswald widow 
-1-9 p5 
Kennedy, Jon, cartoonist fights drop-outs-5-14 
pp 6-7 
Key Jog (MR)-10-22 p21 
Kibler Church rebuilds-lO-S pll 
King, Joe Madison authors book-11-26 p17 
King, Mary BSU president-5-2S p12 
Kirk, Mrs. Elmer, teacher of year-12-3 p12 
L 
Lake Hamilton Church groundbreaking-12-3 pl2 
Lamb, John Thomas graduates-6-4 pll 
Land, David to Tulsa-6-14 p12 
Langley, Roy Y. to Eureka Springs-12-17 pl3 
Laubach, Dr. Frank C. to be honored-9-10 pS 
Lavaca, First Church remodels-7-30 p1S • 
Law, Mike honored at Smackover-2-18 p11 
Law, Roy G. to Pen Ridge--2-6 pll 
Lawrence County revival p)anned-12-10 p19 
Layman's crusade (letter)-6-25 p4; (Ex. bd)-
7-2 p14 ; C..usader men-7-2 p14 
Leaders for troubled times (SS) - 9-3 pp22-23 
Lee, Jimmy, licensed to preach-6-4 pll 
Lepanto, First Church retires debt--2-27 pll 
Lerch, Norman honor~d by church-9-17 p 13 
Leslie, First Church improvements- 1-9 p12; 2-6 
p12 ; Perfect attendance-4-23 plO .. 
Letters: From our friends (E)-1-80 p3; Sign 
it, please! IE) - 2-27 p3; I'll sign my name 
(letter)-7-30 p4 
Lewis, Mrs. Bill H.: Bathing suits (cover story) 
- S-27 p5; The swim suit cover (letter) - 9-10 p5 . 
Lexas Church dedication-11-19 p9 
Liberty Association: G.(\ World's Fair-3-12 p12; 
Ebenezer dedication-3-26 p16 ; Huttig dedi-
cation-4-30 p10 . 
Lindsey, Dr. Henry C. OBC faculty dean-4-23 
plO 
Lipford, H. L.: Retires-1-2 pll; Settled-1-9 
p13; (letter)-1-16 p21 
Listener, considerate (PS)-1-23 p2 
Little Red River Association: Revivals-5-28 p23 
Little Rock: Immanuel Church Lottie Moon 
offering-1-9 p5; 1-16 p11; Tyler Street 
parsonage burns-1-30 pl2; West :Side brealcl 
ground-2-27 pl2 ; Markham Street Church 
educational building and parsonage--3-4 pij ; 
Geyer Springs First ground bt·eaking-4-~ P~ ; 
Forest li1gh!ands buys more property-5-7 pl3 ; 
Tyler Street honot'S pastor-5-28 pl4; South 
Highland Church sends six to Ridgecrest--6-18 
pl~ ; Archview Church expands-6-lS pl2 ; 
Second Church to lbuild-7 -2a pS ; Life Lme 
hears Choraliers-8-27 pl3 ; University Church 
buys Broadmoor property-9-17. p9; Calvary 
Church ll'round-breaking-10-8 p12 
Logue, Tom team member at Memphis-3-5 p5 
Lone wolf (MR)-12-24 p8 
Lord's Supper (BL)-4-<10 p7 
Love, epitome of (E)-8-26 pp3-4 
Love, Mrs. Fre4 E. to conference--8-12 . p11 
Luck, James T.: A thank you (letter)-5-14 p5 
Me · 
McBeth, W. Francis, Ouachita composer-11-26 
p10 
McCalman, Glynn (letter)-1·9 p4 
McCalman, C. Glynn rESigns (letter)-11-19 pp4, 
18 
McClanahan, Dr. John H.: FuTman speaker-
2-6 pl2; New Jersey speaker-2-13 pl2; 
Glorieta speaker-8-27 pll 
McClard, Leroy returns-l-aO pl7 ; to Illinois-
12-8 p11) 
McClellan, Mel enters evangelism-7-2 pl2 
McCord, Eddie to Pine Bluff-12-17 pl3 
McDonald, Ed F. III to Berryville-6-11 p9 ; 
History repeat--71116 pl7 
McDonald, Erwin .L.: A doll for Christmas (PS) 
-1-2 p2; Edits books-1-16 plO; "Personally 
Speaking' book-1-30 pll ; Kiwanis speaker-
2-13 pl2; Editorial cited-2-20 p4; Hosted by 
seminary ll'roup-4-2 p9 ; O'er the ocean blue 
(PS)-4-9 p2; Traveler Clabe (PS)-4-16 p2; 
Arkansas Travelers (PS)-4-23 p2; Innocents 
abroad (PS)-4-30 p2; In 'Quote'-4-30 p11; 
Irish hospitality (PS)-5-7 pp2,4; Notes in 
transit (PS)-5-14 p2,4; Sunday School abroad 
(PS)-5-21 pp2,17; Editor honored by Baptist 
Presa-6-4 p7 ; Pres. Ministerial Aas'n-6-' v' ; 
Down in Arkansas (PS)-6-1S p2; Editor's 
notebook-7-30 p2, 21; Down in Arkansan 
(PS)-8-27 p2; Men, mice or husbands (PS) 
-9-3 p3; "'tention." (PS)-9-10 p2; Down in 
Arkansas (PS)-9-17 p3; Editor's Notebook 
(E)-10-22 p3; Named to advisory committee 
-10-22 p7 ; On being 57 (PS)-11-12, p2 
McGoree, .MTs. Allie-11-26 p9 
McKinney, •Rhea E. to Missouri-9-17 pl2 
McMillan, Archie Y. on crusade--4-2 plO 
McMillion Joe sr to Benton-3-5 p9 
McMurry, Alton R. to Siloam Sprin~rs-10-29 
p5 
Mclolalr, William F. Jr. to Ft. Smith-3-12 p13 
McSpadden, Mrs. Effie celebrates lOOth birthday 
-2-27 p11 
M 
Mabrey, Roy, 'Most faithful' (letter)-4-16 p4 
Maddox, John R. in Brazil-10-1 p7; on mission 
trip-1 0-29 pl4 
Madison, Elmer to Runyan-12-3 p12 
Magnolia-Central Church wins Advanced Stand-
ard-6-11 p14 • 
Makosholo, Mike, Vacation at Home 7-6-25 p8 ; 
All's well that ends well-7-16 p11 ; Thanks 
for stamps (letter)-7-30 p4; Good will am-
bassador-10-1 p12 
Man person (MR)-5-21 p7; Man and himself 
(E)-6-25 p3 
Marriage: Wear-well quality (CMH)-1-30 p6; 
Does your buslband take you for granted (CMH) 
-2-6 p6; At 72 7 (CMH)-4-9 p6; Togetherness 
(MR)-9-24 p9; Parental interference (CMH) 
-10-S p6 ; Rebuilding broken homes (MR)-
10-15 p11 ; Thinking about divorce (CM·H)-
11-19 p6 
Martin, Chester honored-7-2 p11 
Mary, the mother of Jesus (SS)-1-2 p22 
May~ E. E. ordained-2-13 pl2 
May, Marvin to Paragould-lO-S p12 
Meachum, Lonnie supplying-8-6 p12 
Measurement (MR)-S-6 p9 
Meeks, Allen H. to Alaska-11-12 p13 
Mehaffey, Pat to Biscoe-3-12 p11 
Memorial to God (E)-3-12 pp3-4 
Mena, First Church dedication-11-12 pl4 
Methodists, Come-uppity (PS)-10-22 p2 
Midwestern Seminary (Letter)-3-6 pl7; Arkan-
sas graduates-4-9' p9 ; Through Gracie's eyes 
-8-27 pp6,7 
Miller, Alice D., fights gambling with cartoons 
-10-1 pl2 
Millikin, Jerry B. to Ward-5-21 pl4 
Missions, home: Workshop-1-2 p14; Michigan 
(letter)-1-16 p21; Anti-mission fruit (BL)-
2-13 ; motivate Baptists (BL)-2-20 p9 ; Church 
. heartbeat (letter)-3-12 p4 ·; in Arkansas-3-19 
pl7; Summet~6-28 p24; Missions is he~e 
(cover story)-S-20 pl7; Southern women's 
societies (BL)-9-10 pl7 
Ministry: Our top problem (E)-1·2 p3; The 
widening chasm (letter)-1-23 p4; Pastors 
needed (Jetter)-2-6 p4; Pastors and churches 
(E)-3-14 p3; National ministers (BL)-3-19 
p21; Pulpit pel'llonality (letter)--4-9 p5; 'Del-
iverance to captives' (letter)--4-9 p5; Salaries 
-4-16 p5 ; J; Study vacation-5-7 p5; ... more 
than is meet ••• (E)-6-14 p3; Let's keep the 
ministry distinctive-6-21 p5 ; Proud and hum-
ble (letter)-5-21 p9; Preacher's volume (let-
ter)-5-21 p9; Measure of a minister-7-16 
ppS-9; Preacher in politics (letter)-7-16 p29; 
How can they preach-7-23 p9; Appendicitis Is 
no boil-7 -30 p5; Ministerial education (letter) 
-S-13 p17 ; Appendicitis is no boll (letter)-
S-13 ppl7,23 ; God's gift to pastors-S-27 p10 
Who shall I send (E)-12-17 p3 
Mintz, Mel av-ailable (letter)-7-2 p5; to Mem-
phis (letter)-S-6 p4 
Missionaries, assoclatlonal : The if!ioore series 
(letter)-1-2 pp4-5; itinerant mimsters (B·L)-:-
2-6 p7; Atlantic City meeting (letter)--4-16 
p4 
Missions, foreign: Always with us--1-16 p18; 
Anti-missions arguments. (BL)-1-30 pl9; Fur-
loughing missionaries . (lettert-4-2 pl6; First 
public mission to Burma (B )-5-7 plO; Use 
cable (BL)-7-16 p10; Incomparable mis-
sionaries (letter)-S-27 p4; :Women awake to 
missions (BL)-9·3 p15; Hlstoey's most Im-
portant tea. (BL)-9-24 p9; Women's Central 
Committee (BL)-10-S p8; Arkansas WMU 
reports (BL)-10-15 p11; Arkansa& women 
disturb convention (BL)-10-22 p20; Wome~ 
organize (BL)-10-29 p7; .Baptist work In 
Mexlco-11-5 p6; PurPose of WMU (BL)-: 
11-5 pS; Dehoney Sees handwriting on wall 
-11-5 p10 
Mississippi County Association: Pastoral changes 
-5-2S pl3; McDanlle to Whitton-S-6 pll 
Mistakes (CMH)-1-16 p6; (MR)-3-19 p,!! 
Mitchell, Vicki, summer missionary-4-30 p9 
Modesty: On scanty attire (letter)-7-16 p29 
Monette, First Church, young people to Glorieta 
-7-23 );>11 
Monticello: Second Church buildlng-4-9 p9; 
Second Church groundbreaking-11-5 pll ;. 
First Church receives Convention thanks-11-5 
p12 
Moon, Lottie's World (E)-12.-24 p4 
Moore, Jay W. C. to Jecture-4-9 p10 
Morality, the new (E)-4-16 pS; Strange· rea-
soning (E)-6-14 ppS-4; (letter)-5-21 pp4,9 
ARKANSAS BAPl~ST 
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Moses: God's leader needs help (SS)-'i-23" 
pp22·23; Possessing the Promised Land (SS) 
-8-27 p22 
Mothers-in-law: Mother Alice (Cl\UI)-1-23 p6 
Motivation (:MIR)-11-26 p8 • 
Mountain Home, ~ast Side Church anniversary 
-5-21 p13 
Mountain View: First Church sanctuary, ed· 
ucational building completed-12·3 p13 
Mount Zion Association : Pastoral changes-8-27 
p12 
Mulkey, Hoyt to solo-3-12 p13 
Music: Be.ptists set pace of changes-1-2 p17; 
Nationwide conference plans-1-16 p14; Sing, 
sing, sing (PS)-2·13 p2; State music con-
ference-5-21 p18 ; Ouachita music cam\)-6·28 
p21 ; Music- Camp personnel-6-ll p18; Junior 
Music camp-7-23 p18 ; Church musician (let-
ter)-8-20 p12; Musicians available (letter)-
9-10 p4; Delete choruses (letter)-1()..1 p4; 
Choirs at home (letter)-11·19 p4; Song in the 
night (PS)-11-26 p2 
Myers, Lewis writes history-12-10 pl& 
Naramore, Gene D. to Ft. Smith-11-19 p10 
N·ashville, First Church mission progress-lO-S 
p12 
Nations under God (SS)-5-28 p30 
Nebraska Baptists lettel."-6-25 p5 
Nest eggs (MR)-6-11 p8 
Newcomb, George A. licensed to preach-3-12 p13 
New Orleans Seminary: New Orleans crisis (E) 
-3-5 p3; emergency-3-5 p13; alumni to meet 
-5-7 p13 ; Pastor's conference speakers-6-11 
p19; Pastor's Conference--7-16 p17 
Newport: Amagon Church organized-1-23 pS 
New Year: Come In, 1964 (E)-1-2 p3; Time 
for a check-up (CMH)-1-2 p6; 1964, Anot;her 
chance-1-2 p9 
New York World Fail"-1-30 ppS-9 
Nicodemus, (SS)-1-16 p22 
North American Fellowshio-7-2 n~ . 
, North Little Rock: First Church dedication-
1·9 p11; Gravel Ridge acts (letter)-1-23 p4; 
Firs t Church Training Union awards-5-7 p13; 
Amboy Church dedicatio~V--7·23 p12; Pike 
Avenue educational building-7-23 p13; Amboy 
and Pike correctlon-7·30 p15 
North Pulaski Association: Minutes outstanding 
-1-16 p12; Revivals-6-18 p11; To print his-
tory-9-17 p13 ; Elects-11·12 p13; Histocy-
11-19 pll 
Nose knows (PS)-11-19 p2 
Nursing homes: A shining light (letter)- 9-3 
p5 
0 
O'Bryan, Harold to Cabot.--4-2 plO 
Obscene magazine sales stopped-5-7 p11 
Ohio Crusade--4-30 p9 
Oklahoma Baptist University: Arkansans to BSU 
office--4-30 p11 
Ola, First Church (·Ex. bd.)-12-10 p1& 
Oldham, Russell to Ft. Worth-1-2 p13 
O'Neal, W. B. in "Quote"-4-16 p12; honored 
by association-4-23 p10 
O'Neel, George to Ft. Smith-7-16 pl6 
Orton, Mrs. Charlene S. commended- lO-S p11 
Loren Willlams-11-19 p11 ; Homecoming-11-26 
p10; Radioisotope prog•·am-11-26 p11; Home-
~oming queen-2-3 p5 
Ouachita Baptist Coliege: Student Center wing 
dedication (E)-1· 16 pp8-4; p5; (letter)-1-30 
p4; Students win writers' awards-1-30 p11; 
faculty appointments-2-13 p11; Oratoria-8·5 
p5 ; Tiger Day scheduled-3-26 p9 ; Football 
schedule-3-26 p11; 1,100 at Tiger Day--4-16 
p12; Books needed (letter)--4-23 p5; Dr. T . . K. 
Glennan, graduation speakel."-5·14 p11 ; Hill 
and Selph honored-5-14 p11 ; Signal wins 
honors-5-14 pl2 ; Conference for pastors (Ex. 
bd. )-5-14 p16; OBC Graduates 16{}--6-4 pS; 
OBC Editors Named-6-4 pS; Students to Eu-
rope-6-11 p9 ; OBC chemistry dept. gl·ant--
6-11 p11; OBC students in mission fields-
6-11 p12; Teachers on leave--6-25 p9; science 
scholarships-6-25 p11 ; Co-captains-6-25 p11 ; 
Honor roll- 7-16 p12; Bible Conference--7-16 
p13; Women help (BL)-7-30 p1l!; Add honor 
roll (letter)-S-6 p4; Summer commencement 
-8-13 p10; Faculty-staff changes-9-10 plO; 
Productions-10-15 pl2; Singers picked-10-15 
pl3; Who's Who-11-5 p11; Postpone home-
coming-11-5 p11 ; Attend High Mass-11-19 
p11; visited by Loren Williams- 11-19 p11; 
Homecoming..,-11-26 plO; Radioisotope program 
-11·26 p11; Homecoming queen-12-3 p'5 ; 
Receives grant--12-10 p13 
Ouachita Bible Conferenpe (Ex. Bd.)-7-2 p14 
Pain, locating (MR)- 9-17 pS 
Palmar, Delores wins awan:d- 7-23 pl2 
Palmer, Rev. and M1·s. H . D., retired not tired . 
-3-19 plO 
'Parable' (E)-9-3 p4 
Paragould, . First Church coronation-4-9 plO; 
Cente1· Hill ••egisters llbrary-7-16 p15 
Parker, Daniel (B·L)-1-16 p9 
Parks, Dr. R. Keith elected to mission board 
office--2-6 p11 
Paron, New Baptist camp-6-lS pp14-15 
Parr, Robert E. to Rogers-6-11 p19 
Parris, 'Robert S. receives degree-7-30 p17 
Partiality (CMH)- 12-10 p6 
P&:ltor: exchange (letter) - 6-25 p5; wife (CMH) 
- 9-17 p6 
Patriotism, Fourth of July (E) - 7-2 p3; Hate 
and patriotism (Letter) - 7-23 pp4-5 
Paul: The pastoral ePistles (SS)- 10-1 p22-23; 
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Testimony of his life (SS)-11·19 p22 
Pearson, Paul available (letter)-10-15 p9 
Pen pal (letter)-12-1G p4 
Peoples, Nual to Ft. Smith-11-26 p10 
Peterson, Wayne to Canfleld-11-5 p11 
Phelps, Ralph A. in magazine--11-5 p9 
Pierce, Billy Joe to West Memphls-4-16 p11 
Piggott: First Church reconstruction program-
5-28 p14; To ·rebuild-7-23 p11 ; Flrsf Church 
certificate--7-30 pl7 ; First Church ground-
lbreaking-11-19 p11 
Pillow, Larry licensed-9-17 p9 
Pilot project--1-16 pp16-17 
Pine Bluff, First Church mystery man strikes 
again-2-6 p17 ; South Side adds nursery-3-
26 p9 ; First Church services on TV-6-11 pl40; 
South Side parsonage--7-16 p13; South Side 
buys property-7-16 pl6; Immanuel Church 
wants pastors' photos-9-10 p9; South Side 
mission becomes Shannon Road Church-10-S 
plO 
Pirtle, George E . Jr. to North Little· Rock-5-7 
p12 
Pitts, 0. Eugene to Forrest City-4-30 p11 
Plumlee, Joyce: on Ridgecrest faculty-6-4 p9 
Poison (MR)-1·23 pl9 
Polish Baptist Church-1-16 ppS-9 
Politics: All fair? (E)-6-18 p3; Against crook· 
edness (letter)-9-10 p4; Goldwater or John-
son (letter)-9-17 p4; Ballot box freedom (E) 
-9-24 p4 ; Preachers and politics (E)-9-24 
p4; Preachln' or meddlln' (letter)-9-24 p4; 
Voter registration (letter)-10-15 pp4, 9; Ex-
humin&' old canards (letter)-10-22 p4; Votina-
absentee (letter)'--10-29 p4; If you lost Tues-
day (PS)-11-5 p2; Begs to differ (letter)-
11-5 p4 ; Little Rock Ministerial Association 
luncheon-11-5 p9 ; Analyst looks at election-
11·19 pp12-13 
Polk1 E . Clay takes office-11-26 plO Potsnots by the Editor (E)-3-12 p8 
Poverty: Anti-poverty act (E)-8-27 pp3-4 
Pray: pause and (MR)-3-5 p19; Doors are 
open (CMH)-10-29 pS 
Prayer amendment (letter)-5-21 p4; Keep faith 
and . freedom (E)-5-2S pp8-4; (letters)-5-2S 
p5 ;· Amendment (E)-5-7 pp3-4; Becker 
Amendment (letter)-6·11 p4 ; Brooks H!!¥s 
hits proposal-6-11 p5; Teacher prayers (E) 
-6-18 p3 
Preacher, paying the (BL)-2-27 p4; Scarcity of 
(BL)-3-5 pl9 ; More than yelling-10-29 p5; 
Changing image--12-3 pp9-lO 
PTescott: First Church groundbreaklng-10-S p11 
Press: The Christian pen-6-18 pp8-9; ,An au-
thor's limitation- lO-S pp8, 16; Pen and the 
bomb (PS)- 10-15 p2 ; To err is human-
1()..22 p5 
Price, J. , R, commended-1-9 p11; chairman-
10-22 p7 
Priming the pump (PS)-2-27 p2 ; (letter)-
4-2 pl6 
Prince, Lee receives award-2-6 pl7 
Prior, Loyal honored--6-lS p11 
Profanity (letter)-2-6 p4; And the team (CMH) 
-4-30 p6; Bad-talking neighbor (letter)-11-
19 plS 
Pulaski Association, audio-visual plan-2-27 p11 ; 
Vlmy Ridge Immanuel Church dedice.tlon-9-
10 p 9 
Pulpit committee: 10 commandments-7-16 p2S 
Q 
Quit, refusal to (MR)-1-80 pl9 
R 
Racial problems: Lighting the dark (E)-1-9 
p3 ; A church decides (E)-1-16 p3; (letter) 
-1-30 p4; Who knows bow to blush-2-20 
pp6-7; Lessons in bombs (E)--3-19 pp3-4 ; 
'Whosoever will' (E)-3-26 p4; The Pre&ident's 
appeal (E)-4-2 p3 ; 'Dangerous road' (letter) 
-6-lS p4; The Race before ua (E)-6-25 
p3; Civil rights law a test--7-23 pl4; If the 
shoe fits wear it--8-13 p7; Racial barriers 
down at Ouachlta-S-20 pS ; Scriptural inte-
gration (letter)-S-27 pp4-5; Racial inequality 
(letter)-9·3 p5; Christian brotherly kindness 
(letter)-9·10 p4; Scriptural integration (let-
ter)-9-10 p5; Ashamed of Baptists (letter) 
-9-17 p4; Civil rights struggle (E)-9-24 
pp8-4; What would Jesus do (E)-11-5 p3; 
What difference does it make-11-19 p5 
Race relations : Classes In religion-3-12 plS ; 
Leadership camp-6-18 plS; Christians and 
race (letter)-S-20 p4; Autrey sys racism 
curbs SBC evangelism-S-20 p5 
Radio responsibility (E)-12-17 p3 
Radio-TV scholarship-11-5 plO 
Rainey, Martha Frances to Nashville--'9-24 p12 
Randall, Olam. retires--5-28 p12 
Ray, Hubert 0. to Hot Springs-2-13 p11 
Raymer; Elwyn to Texas-1-23 pl8 
Readina- difficulty (letter)-1·23 pp4, 22 
Recognition, desire for (E)-4-30 pp3-4 
Relia-ious education division : Assoclational lead-
ership cllnic-2-18 plS 
Repentance: Except ye repent (PS)-7-23 pl! 
Retirement years, Part I (CMH)-3-5 p6; Part 
II (CMH)-3-12 p6 
Revival: Grace upon them (letter)--4-2 pl6; Two 
questions (CMH)-5-2S p6 
Rhodes, H. C., avallible to supply (letter)-
11-19 pl8 
Richardson, Bolhby Don sets record-7-16 pl2 ' 
Ridgecrest: Arkansans to conference--'7 -2 p11 ; 
Arkansas Travelers-7-16 p14 ; Arkansas Staff. 
ers-7-16 p16; Youth conference--7-30 pl7; 
Church programming conference--S-6 p12 ; 1965 
schedule--9-17 plR · 
Righteous living (SS)-12-3 p22 
Riherd, Leslie to Newport-12-17 pl3 
Robertson, Doyne to Melbourne--7-30 pl6 
Robertson, Tommy to Gurdon-7-30 pl8 
Rodgers, John to Life Line, Little Rock-11-5 p12 
Romine, Thelma given five awards-6-18 p11 
Rotenberry, Pat youth directol."-7-16 pl5 
Rowe, Gerald honored-7-16 pl5 
Rowland, Bo: Scholal'!<hip memorial-lO-S plO 
Rowton, Julian ordafned-TZ'-lr PIZ 
Royal, Antioch Church dedication-11-26 pll 
Royal Ambassador camps--4-16 p16 
Rural Church Conference speakers--4-30 , plO; 
Program-5-2S p25; Conference hia-hlights-7-
2 p14 
Rushina-, Ester Joy to New Mexico--11-12 p12 
Russellville : Fair Park Church ordlnation-
1·9 p5; Pleasant View Church deacons-12-
17 pl4 
Russian led to Chrlst--4-23 p5 
Rutledge, A1'thur B., heads Home Mission Board 
-8-20 pS 
Ryan, Bette on Ridgecrest team-7-30 p16 
s . 
Sadler, Harold D. to Wynne--2-27 pll 
Salvation: Winning adults (MR)-S-13 p21 ; For 
sinners (SS)-10-S pp22-23 
Sample, Malcolm to Camden-1-16 pl2 
Samuel: Spokesman for God (SS)-9·10 pp22· 
23; 'People demand a king (SS)-9-17 p22-23; 
Farewell address (SS)-9-24 pp22-23 
Saying the wrong thing (CMH)-S-13 pS 
SBC Convention, Atlantic City, pila-rimage--2· 
6 p13 ; Proposed order of business-2-6 pp14· 
15; Pastors' cpnference-2-27 p15; Houston or 
Memphis (E)-3-19 p3; Two men honored (E) 
--3·19 p3; 1S14 and 1964 (E)-4-23 p4; At 
the crossroads-5-7 pp6-7 ; Fireworks along the 
Boardwalk---5-28 pp2-3 ; President's address-5-
2S pp7-11; WMU meeting-5-28 pl5; Chris-
tian Life Commission opposes gamblina--5-2S 
pl5; Pastors' Conference--'5·28 pl6; SBC 
Statem·ent on Race-5-2S ppl6-17; Civil rights 
approacb,-5-2S p17 ; Picture story-5-2S ppl8-
19; $290 million assets-5-2S p20; Northeast 
challenge--5-28 p20 ; Stuffin&' the ballot (let-
ter)-7-2 pp4-5; Baptist affair& (letter)-7-2 p6; 
Capital punishment (letter)-7-2 p5; Sermon 
by Perry Webb--7-2 p8; Lauds Virginia editor 
(letter)-7-16 p2S; Middle-of-road Baptists (E) 
-7-23 pp3-4; Baptist p rocecjure (letter)-7-
23 p4; 'It's me, Lord' (letteJ!)-7-23 p5; At-
lantic_ City sobs (letter)-S-18 pl7; Right or 
left 1 (letter)- 8-13 p23; SBC: What are the 
facts 1 (letter )- 8-20 p4; Again&t one-year term 
(letter)- 10-29 p4; Alona- the Boal'd\WI.lk (PS) 
-6-4 p2; New SBC president (E)-6·4 p'3; 
Brooks Hays on poJ.itical issues-6-4 p5 ; 
Ashamed of way we're ·acting-6-4 p5; Ar-
kansans on SBC Boards-6-4 p11 ; Seminaries 
report--6-4 ppl2, 13, 16; Institutions and agen-
cies report--6-4 ppl4·16; Home Mission Board 
report-6-4 p24 ; Southern Baptist Foundation 
-6·4 p24; Atlantic City ebbs (PS)-6-11 p2; 
Capital punishment (E)-6·11 p8 ; First' 
Amendment (E)-6·11 p3; Needed: 5,000 to a-o 
(E)-6·11 p4; Never all together (PS)-7-2 
pp2, 5 ; Baptist giving (E)-12-3 pp8-4 
SBC: Hymn writing contest--1-23 pl5; Dlstribu· 
tion of funds-1-30 p5; $100 million gift mark 
-2-20 p5 ; Secretaries elect--2-27 pl4 ; Editors 
elect--2-27 pl4 ; Budget--3-5 pl2 ; Candid cam-
era (letter)-3-12 p4; Polity (E)-3-26 p4 ;· Co-
operative Program, The World is the tara-et-
3-26 p5; Church-state study-3-26 pl2; Pas-
tor's Conf; (E)-6-25 p3 ; What Is an SBC 
Lettel."-6·25 p4 ; Report of the Message Com-
ml,ttee--6-25 p7 ; New education angle--8-6 p5 ; 
Dallas hotel-motel rates-10-1 p5; Alleged ir-
rea-ularities studled- 10-1 pp6-7; Cooperation In 
BJA plan-11-12 p16; Post '69 plans-12-17 
p14; Church College aid tested-12-24 pp14-15; 
Voting toP story-12·24 pl5; Discrimination 
banned-1'2-24 p6 
Scott: Toltec Church Intermediates commended 
-1-9 p11 
Searcy, Trinity Church progressing-1()..22 plO 
Sears, Don to Oklahoma City-2-13 p13 
Self, Jene to Helenn-12-24 p11 
Self-builder (MR)-3-12 plO 
Self-propelled (MR)-1·9 pl9 
Sellars, Ruth wins tralneeship-6-11 p11 
Cannibalism or Christianity: Shocking alterna· 
tives (E)-S-20 p3 
Selph, Dr. Bernes in magazlnes-4-80 p9 
Shamlbarger, Mrs. Jake to First Church, Walnut 
Ridge--11-26 p9 
Shambarger, Mrs. Mary does record album--3-12 
p11 
Shinn, Erwin H ., Up from Bunker (PS)-8-12 
p2 
Short, Aubrey, dies in crash-6-25 p9 
Siloam Assemblies--4-80 ppl2-13; rates-6-14 
p16; Youth-7-16 p6 . 
Single adults conference (Glorieta and Rida-e-
crest)-S-20 p5 · 
Skinfill, Gustavo exhibits work-5-21 p14 
Slavery. from sojourners (SS)-7-2 pp21-22 
. Smackover: Maple Ave. Church membership 
honored-12-3 p12 
Smith, Dan ordained-11-26 plO 
Smith, Dean ordained-11-5 pl2 
Smith, Edward L. to Beebe-3-5 pS 
Smith, Glenn available (letter)--12-10 p4 
Smith, J. Harold, to pastorate--6-25 pS 
Smith, Larry, Arkansan in Thailand-2-27 ppS-9 
Smith, Michel L. ordalned-7-23 pl3 
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Smith, R. L. honored-1-16 p12 
Smith, Wayne to Mobile--3-26 p9 
Smoking: The smoking hazard-6-4 p7; At 
chuTch (letter)-8-27 p5; Baptist protest use 
of tobacco (BL)-8-27 p7 ; Sad sucker& (letter) 
-12-3 p4 
Smothers, D. D. to Prescott---3-5 p8 
Snyder, Gerald to Rowe's Chapel-5-7 p12 
Soul Liberty (SS)-6-25 p16 
Southern College: Wharton-Fuller Day-4-30 p11 ; 
Summer missionaries-4-30 pll; W. Clement 
Stone donates $100,000 lihrary-5-28 p12; 
Library bids to be let---9-17 p9; .Freshman 
class elect•-12-3 p13 ; Libra•ry moves ahead-
12-3 p14 
Southern Sem!nary trustees meeting-3-26 p13 ; 
Pastol'l! avatlable-4-9 p22 
Southwestern Seminary graduates-7-30 p18 
Speer, D~e T. Mammoth Spring pasto:r--8~27 p12 
Spinsters (CMH)-1-22 p6-12-17 p6 
Street, J. H. to New Orleans-3-5 p8 
Subsoil, (MR)-6-25 p15 
Smith, Susan June, cover girl-7-16 p17 
Smith, W. Leslie uses two-way radio-1-16 p21 
Smoking: Indictment (E)-1-23 p3; Films (let-
teT)-1-30 p4 
Smothers, D. D. to London-5-7 p13 
Social Security (E)-12-17 p3 
South, R. L. at alumni meeting-2-lS p13 
Southern Baptist College: Commencement--5-2! 
pll ; Summer missionaries-6-18 p13 ; Enroll-
ment increases-10-22 p9; Student ministers 
elect-10-22 plO; Efficiency conference-11-26 
plO; Receives grant---12-10 p13 
Southern Seminary: Trustees to meet-3-5 ·pS; 
Arkansans Graduate-6-4 plO 
Southwestern Seminary graduates-1-23 p10; 
Aorkansas Club officers-2-27 plO; enrollment 
-3-12 p12 ; Bahama missionaries-5-14 p13 ; 
Southwestern graduates 11 Arkansans-6-11 
p13 ; Southwestern faculty conference mbrs.·-
6-11 p14 
Sparkman, First Church cel8ln-ates 50th anni-
versary-2-27 p12; (BL)-3-12 p22 
Stanfills, Rev. & Mrs. Taylor anniversary-12-17 
p12 
Star City: Fil'llt Church coronation-8-6 p11 
Stark, D. W. o·etires-7-2 p13 
Statistics, perplexing (E)-7-16 p4 
Sterling, Mrs. Joe, receives dedication of annual 
-5-7 p11 
Stewardship: Confet•ence--1-23 p9; associational 
chairman (Ex. bd. )-9-17 p14 ; Tithing em-
phasis (Ex. Bd.)-9-24 p13; Of possessions-
10-29 pp30-31 ; Give us something new (Ex. 
Bd.)-12-17 p17 
Stewart, Alex preaches in ATkansas-4-2 p9 
Stone-Van Buren-Searcy: Revival reports-4-30 
p9 
Street, Ml'l!. J. H., Arkansas, we love you (CMH) 
-3-19 p6; Named dean of women-7-23 pl \ 
Stubblefield, Jon M. to Thailand-4-23 p11· 
Sullivan, James L.: Blocking back-1-2 p8 
Sullivan, James L., Cover boy (Jette.-)-2-6 p4 
Sunbeam Band Workshop-2-20 p17 
Sunday closing (E)-12-10 p4 
Sunday School: Enrollment campaign-1-9 p13; 
Goals or quotas-1-23 p12; Literature (BL)-
6-18 p7; C. W. Rich, keynote speaker at Adult 
Thrust meeting-8-6 p11 ; Bible 1Teaching Con-
ference--8-13 pp18-19; Registration fOT con-
ference--10-15 p15; Teaching (lette.-)-11-12 
p4 ; Opposes teaching plan (letter)-11-26 p4 
Baptists push work (BL)-12-24 p8 
Sutton, Norman L. to Louisiana-12-10 p12 
Suzuki, S. J. studies hospitals-9-17 p9 
Swaim, Gerol to Southern-7-16 p15 
Sylvest, Sandi, youth directo:r--8-27 p12 
Sympathy (poem by Carl .FerreU)-3-12 p10 
" T 
Tact (MR)-10-8 p8 
Taggart, Tammy joins Sunday School at 10 . days 
-6-11 p10 
Taylor, Lan-y M. (letter) - 2-13 p4 
Tanganyika: A~rriculturists have Baptist fare-
well-1-2 p10 
Tate, Jimmy W. ordained-1-2 plO 
Taylor, John: Anti-mission arguments (BL)-
1-2 p7 
Teen-agers: As. the students see it (E)-1-30 
pp3-4 ; Countmg the buttons-2-13 p10 ; Criti-
cal (CMH)-2-27 p7; Neither child nor adult 
(CMH)- 4-23 p7; Soulwinner (CMH)- 5-7 pS · 
Mwrriage (CMH)- 5-14 pp8, 23; Work or col~ 
lege (CMH)-7-2 p6; Faith and trust (CMH) 
-7:23 p6; Heart of a girl (CMH)-8-27 p8; 
Dehnquency (CMH)- 9-10 p6; Don't like 
school (CMH)-12-3 p6 
Telephone: Warning against deceit (PS) - 1-9 p2 
Texarkana: Baptist Pastor's Conference--2 :20 
p11; Beech Street coronation-10-15 p13 
Thanksgiving: T~ank you, Lord (PS) - 1-16 p4; 
Tha>:>kful fOT httle (PS)- 1-30 p2; Using ap-
precmtor (letter) - 1-30 p4; (CMH)-11-26 p6; 
Our 'new' radio (PS)-12-3 p2 
'That was the week that was' (letter)-6-11 p;, 
Thinking: Clear (MR)- 4-2 p18; (letter)-4-23 
p4; Creative (MR)-11-19 p8 
Thompson, Charles A. to A•rizona-10-8 pll 
Thompson, Charles B. to Russellville--10-1 p12 
Thompson, J. C. Jr. family baptized- 4-23 p11 
Thrash, Melvin honored-8-6 p10 
Tillman, Jim E. (letter) - 6-18 p4 
Timothy: An unashamed witness (SS) - 11-5 p22; 
An approved workman (SS)-11-12 p22 
Tolar, Dr. and M•rs. Jack E. Jr. to Nigeria-
1-23 p8; new address- 3-12 pll 
Training Union: State youth convention pro-
gram-1-9 p16; Learning Improvement Clinic 
-1-23 p14; Sword drill-3-12 p5; Sward Drill 
winnel'l!-4-2 p5; Suggested teaching plan-
8-2"0 p15; Leadel'l!hip workshop-10-22 p16; 
M Night---11-26 p20 
Tri-County Association: Revivals-6-18 pl3 
Trinity Association: Churches bullding-1-30 
p11 ; New pastOTs called-4-9 p19 ; Lewis Street 
Church organized-4-23 p11 ; Providence 
Church organized-5-2! pll ; Pastors move-
7-2 p13 
Trivialities (MR)-2-6 p6 
Truth: Let's be truthful (E)-2-27 pp3-4 
Tucker, Carter on Ohio mission tou:r--1-2 p12 
Tucker, Robert G. to Texarkana-7-16 p15 
Tull, Nelson in 'Quote'-4-23 p10 
Turman, W. H. to Little •Rock-12-1(} p13 
Turner, Dennis oo·dained-5-21 p14 
Turner, Doug ·to Forrest City-8-13 p10 
Tyree, Norman E. to Ft. Smith-10-29 p14 
Tyronza, Fil'l!t ChuTch VBS-6-25 pll 
u 
Unconscious leanness (letter)-8-20 p12 
Un;.appy (MR)-8-20 p17 
Univel'l!e, moral (SS)-4-2 pp20, 22; The place 
of man (SS)-4-9 pp21, 22 
University of Arkansas former students meeting 
-5-7 p13 
Urbon, Joseph C. to Little Rock-9-10 p8 
v 
Vacation Bible School-6-18 plO 
Van Bu·ren: .First Church, what's in a name-
1-2 p10 
Varsity team (MR)-5-14 p9 
Vatican Council-12-10 p14 
Vaughan, Billy to Paragould-11-19 pll 
Vaught, Carol G. receives fellowship-3-26 p9 
Vaught, W. 0. on program-4-2 p8 
Vaught, Mrs. W. 0., Adventures in good eating 
-3-5 p10 · 
Vocation, choice .of (CMH)-9-24 p6 
VoteT registration amendment (letter)-6-11 p4 
Vowan, Lawrence to Fouke-2-27 pll 
w -
·wMU, annual SBC meeting- 3-18 p5; Arkansas 
annual ".'eeting-3-19 p18; Program-4-9 p16; 
New offtcers-4-30 p16; Annual meeting in 
pictures-5-7 pp16-17; District meetings:_10-8 
p16 
Walcott Church builds unit---2-20 p10 
Waldenburg Church in new building-2-13 p12 
Waldron : Temple Church O.·ganizes Mission- · 
12-24 p11 
Walker, James C. to Sheridan- 6-18 p11 
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. to Brazil-
7-30 p14 
Walnut Ridge: First Church anniversary-10-15 
p14 
Ward, Grady Memorial-12-24 p12 
Warren: Immanuel ordains deacons--7-16 p17 · 
First Church Advanced Standard Sunday 
School-9-17 p12 
Washington-Madison Association: Dan McKee to 
Texas-4-16 p17; Darrell Garner ordained-
6T18 p11 
Wasson, Mel (letter)-2-13 p4 
Weakness, f\ruits of (MR)-9-10 p15 
We!Jb, Lehman F. to Hot Springs-2-6 p12 
Webb, Perry F. Jr to Georgia-:-2-13 p12 
Webb, Perry Sr. speaker-5-7 p13 
West Coast Layman's Crusade, ATkansans join 
-4-30 p10; Six added-6-11 p9; 62 on Crusades 
-7-16 pll; We<~t Coast campaign (letter)-
8-20 p12 
West Helena, Second church rebuilds-10-22 p9 
West, William honored by church-4-30 p9 
White, Clyde E. to Denver-2-27 p12 
White, K. Owen decline& renominaticm-5-7 p4 ; 
(letter)-6-18 p4 
White River Association: News-10-29 p19 
Whiteledge, Billy baptizes brothers-5-28 p14 
Wickliffe, Vernon C. named missionary-1-30 p13 
Williams, Emil to Russellville-5-28 p12 .. 
Williams, Gib, available (letter)-11-5 p4 
Williams, Janice Lee on Blytheville staff-6-25 
pll 
Williams, Jimmy to Brinkley-6-25 p9 
Williams, M. W. speaker at A. iM. and N.-3-5 
p11; Honored by A. M. & N-6-11 p10 
Willis, Rev. and Mrs. Avery T. Jr. named mis-
sionaries-3-26 p10 
Wilson: Nodena dedication-11-12 p13 
Wilson, ,Mrs. Harold resigns- 7-2 p16 
Wilson, James M. to mission field-3-5 pll 
Wilson, Wayne Douglas Academy appointee-6-
18 p12 
Women: the woman of Samaria (SS)-1-30 pp30-
31; women, 'waywa..d (C.MH)-6-25 p6; Place 
in world (CMH)-8-6 p6 
Wood, Mrs. William H. Publishes-3-19 p9 
Woodell, W. R., Help this man (E)-2-6 pp3-4 · 
Work: Partnership with God (CMH)-6-11 p6 
Workers available (letter)-4-23 p5 
World crisis (EditOT's Notebook)-8-6 pp2-3 
World's Fair: Religion (E)-7-16 p4 
Worry (PS) - 2-18 p2 
Worship, God's people learn (SS)-8-6 pp22-23 
Wright, Lloyd BSU speaker-2-6 p12 
Wright 0. C. resigns j.mmanuel-6-25 p9 
YWA: Career-college meeting-1-16 p14; Arkan-
sas party in Alaska-3-26 pll ; Houseparty at 
Ouachita-7-30 p6 
Yarbr.ough, Kay, Queen regent---12-24 pll 
Yielding, Mrs. Ruby H.-4-2 p9 
YounR: people: Style with modeJ~tv ICMH\-4-
2 p6; Rebels and conformists (CMH)-11-12 
p6 
z 
Zion Hill Church: .Magic formula-2-27 p10 
Research expanded 
A $30,360 GRANT to Carson-
Newman. College (Baptist), Jef-
ferson C1ty, Tenn., by the Nation-
al Cancer Institute will enable it 
to extend its research, directed by 
Carl T. Bahner, chairman of the 
college's chemistry department. 
The newest grant is $10,000 more 
than the institute provided Car-
son-N-ewman last year for cancer 
research. 
Slate Baptist shows 
MORE than 250 radio stations 
in 15 Central and South Ameri-
can countries have requested 
Christmas programs produced in 
Spanish by the Southern Baptist 
Radio and Tele:vision Commission, 
Ft. Worth. The response was three 
times the anticipated number and 
requests are still coming in, said 
Jerome B. Pillow, head of the 
commission's language production 
department. · 
U~ede 'Dea' «Pttted. 
Dear ed: 
I ben feelin a mite sickly 
lately. Yesterday I .went to 
the docter at the county seat 
an he sed I wuz gonna have 
to live some where;,; else 
where the weather wuz more 
fitten to my ole bones. So I 
aint gonna get to write ye 
no more fer a spell bout ou'r 
church. I shore do love to 
write to ye tho. I love these 
people here an I shore will 
miss em. But soon as I get 
where im goin . I'll get in a 
church an do the best I ken 
fer the Lord. I might even 
get to writen there state edi-
tor. :aut he wont be as nice 
as you I no. Well, ed, pray 
fer me an tell ever body to 
keep givin to the Lord and 




BY THELMA C. CARTER 
A SMALL town is usually quiet and peaceful 
until something important and exciting happens to 
the people who live there. After that, things are 
never again the same. 
Bethlehem, at the time Jesus was born, was a 
small village. It was about five miles south and west 
of Jerusalem, built on a ridge of limestone hills. 
A gate led into the village and a well where the 
people drew their water. 
The people made their living with their hands, 
tending their crops of grain, olives, and fruits. 
Shepherds tended their flocks as David had done as 
a boy growing up in Bethlehem. 
Because of the well and the Inn of Chimham, 
travelers stayed overnight in Bethlehem. It became 
known as a stopping point for merchant caravans 
on their way to Jerusalem or departing from Jeru-
salem en route to Egypt. About the only excitement 
that occurred was the arrival of these travelers. 
Perhaps soldiers' war chariots sometimes ap-
proached th~ gate of the small town and stopped 
at the well. 
Bethlehem might have remained quiet and 
peaceful if the world about it had been a happy 
one. But the people were troubled and afraid under 
the harsh rule of the Roman emperor. 
In all the land, soldiers camped in . the hills and 
valleys, patrolling the land. The people had no one 
to whom they might turn. Certainly they could not 
turn to King Herod. He had little love in his heart 
for anyone but himself. 
One does not wonder that the people were glad 
when the angel of the Lord spoke to the shepherds. 
"For unto you is born this day in the city of David 
a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord" (Luke 2: 11). 
Things were never the same in the small town of 
Bethlehem, or for that matter the whole world, after 
the birth of Jesus. 
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all ~rights re-
served) 
DECEMBER 24, 1964 
, 
-Photo by Francis Jenkins Olcott 
Betldehem today 
Christmas thoughts 
BY MARY TAYLOR 
Crimson candles on . the mantel, 
Holly wreath and sparkling snow, 
But the brightest part of Christmas 
Is the star of long ago. 
Gifts all tied with shining ribbon 
Wait the joyful Christmas morn, 
But the greatest gift was given 
When a little ,.Child was born. 
Carols sung beneath the window 
Bring a wish for peace on earth, 
But the angels sang the sweetest. 
Telling of our Saviour's birth. 
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all rights re-
served) 
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INSTITUTIONS Arkansas Baptist Hospital 
Board Elecls Officers, Greels .New Mem ... .-s 
At left are the new officers of the Arkansas Baptist Hospital Board of Trustees. They are i Seated, W. M. Freeze, Jr., of Jonesboro, 
president; and standing, James Linder of Little Rock, vice president; and Rev. R. H. Dorris of North Little Rock, secretary. At right are 
new Board members: Kenneth Price of North Little Rock and Rev. Homer Bradley, pastor, First Baptist Church, Dewitt. Not present is 
W. C. Blewster of Magnolia. 
Three new Board members were 
elected at the State Baptist Conven-
tion held last month at El Dorado. 
Chaplains Depict 
Healing Ministry 
A unique presentation of the healing 
ministry of Christ as carried out by a 
church-sponsored hospital was given 
in narration and slides by the Depart-
ment of Pastor Care at the regular 
meeting of the Arkansas Baptist Hos-
pital Auxiliary November 12 in the 
Student Union Building. 
The program was previously pre-
sented at the Arkansas Hospital Asso-
ciation meeting in Hot Springs earlier 
this fall. Dr. Don Corley, chaplain, and . 
Rev. Jerre Hassell, associate chaplain, 
prepared the program. Dr. Corley pre-
sented the story and Hassell showed 
slides which he had made. 
The slides portrayed Christ's min-
istry in healing the blind, the lame, 
the mentally ill and others and also 
showed a modern hospital's applica-
tion of this same ministry through lab-
oratory procedures, surgery, ophthal-
mology services, psychiatric treatment 
and radiology. 
"This report is designed to demon-
strate the manner in which the Arkan-
sas Baptist Hospital extends the heal-
' ing ministry of Jesus, through the pro-
vision of a contemporary medical cen-
ter," Dr. Corley explained in his nar-
ration. "Actually, wherever the Chris-
tian gospel goes, as sponsored by Bap-
tists, the healing ministry goes also ... 
Whenever an individual comes to our 
Hospital, we try to provide for· him 
a service in the name of Jesus Christ 
and to the glory of God." 
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They are: Kenneth Price of North 
Little Rock; W. C. Blewster of Mag-
nolia; and Rev. Homer Bradley of De-
Witt. Blewstet and Price have previ-
.. ously served on the Board. 
Only three appointments were ap-
proved by the Executive Committe·e 
of the State Convention although four 
. vacancies occurred, leaving the Board 
at only 17 members instead of the 
usual 18. 
Dr. Henry Good rotated off the 
Boa·rd, Vernon Massey died last year, 
and Judge Carleton Harris and Rev. 
Wayne Smith resigned, Judge Harris 
because of the press of other duties 
and Mr. Smith because he moved out 
of the state. 
N LR Memoria.l Staff Officers 
These are '- the men who hold the key positions on the North Little Rock Memorial Medical 
Staff. From left, seated, are: Dr. Joe P. Stanley, chief elect and chief of the medical section; 
and Dr. Charles H. Kennedy, parliamentarian and past chief. Standing, Dr. Frank Stroope, 
secretary; Dr. Frank E. Morgan, chief of the OB-Gyn section; Dr. Amail Chudy, vice chief; 
Dr. Huie H. Smith, chief of the general J!lractice section, Not present for the picture were Dr. 
W. D. Sessoms, chief of staff for 1965 and Dr. Frank Ludwig, chief of surgery. 
ARKANSAS BAPTIST 
Echoes From Sound Waves Diagnose Tumors 
Or. James Bearden pulls a Polaroid picture from the new Ekoline which shows the sound 
waves recorded on a radar-like screen within the machine. The machine is used for studying 
the brain and other parts of the body. 
The technique used by ' naval forces 
to detect submarines is incorporated 
into a new machine called the Ekoline, 
recently put into use in the EEG De-
partment. 
The ping o.f sonar waves has been 
transmuted to the blip of ultrasound 
charts, as high-frequency sound im-
pulses scan the brain for information 
about such lesions as tumors, ~bscesses 
or hemorrhages. This is called ultra-
sound, echoencephalography but Eko-
line is not limited to brain studies on-
ly. It can also do similar studies of the 
Volunteers . Receive 
A 3,000-hour certificate was award-
ed to Mrs. Elton Cook, volunteer who 
works at the information desk at the 
meeting of the ABH Auxiliary held 
November 12 in the Student Union 
Building. 
Mrs. M. D. Goldsby, a volunteer hos-
tess, received a 2,000-hour certificate. 
Other awards made at the meeting : 
Mrs. James Low, 500-hour pin; Mrs. 
Tot Turner and Mrs. Faris Middleton, 
400-hour pins; Mrs . . Lyman Duncan, 
300-hour pin; Mrs. L. J. Tabor, 200-
hour pin; Mrs. J. 0. Henry and Mrs. 
W. L. Taylor, 100-hour pins; and Mrs. 
Jack Bain, Mrs. Phil Baldwin, Mrs. 
E. H. Betts, Mrs. 0. D. Clark, Mrs. 
Kurt Hartstein, Mrs. Polly Johnston, 
Mrs. W. H. McGlothin, Mrs. Carl Ols-
son, Mrs. P. A. Prince, Mrs. Edna Rol-
lins and Mrs. W. C. Massey, emblems. 
Slides on the Japan Baptist•Hospital 
were shown by Shin Suzuki, the assis-
tant administrator, who is on a six-
months study program at ABH and 
North Little Rock Memorial Hospital. 
The Auxiliary voted to contribute $10 
toward beginning an Auxiliary: at this 
Hospital. 
eye and other parts of the body. 
In ultrasound diagnosis, high-fre- _ 
quency sound waves are beamed into 
the body to reflect off organ walls, 
bones or other interfaces, producing 
echoes that are picked up on an oscil-
loscope screen. The time difference be-
tween impulse transmission and return 
echo illustr~tes changes in acoustical 
impedance as a measurement of rela-
tive tissue density. Deviations from 
normal patterns indicate the possibility 
of pathologic processes. 
In echoencephalography, the ultra-
Service Awards 
sound equipment determ ines brain 
midline deviation. Often an accident 
victim is either unconscious or in such 
a state of shock that he cannot describe 
what happened to him. With the Eko-
line, any shift in the middle of the 
brain can be determined indicating 
what damage has been done. Ultrasonic 
scanning helps to determine the need 
for corrective surgery and speeds the 
diagno~;is of subdural hematoma or 
cerebral contusion or concussion. It is 
always correlated with other clinical 
observations and tests before a final 
diagnosis is determined. 
To make the study, a transducer is 
placed on each side of the head above 
the ear. When a lesion is present, scan-
ning discloses a shift in the brain mid-
line off which the sound waves are 
bounced. The echoes from the two 
hemispheres of the brain will fail to 
line up on the oscilloscope. This tech-
nique, which is performed without dis-
turbing or moving the patient, has pro-
vided diagnostic accuracy as high as 
97 per cent. 
The Ekoline can also be adapted to 
do studies of changes in eye structure 
in glaucoma-like diseases, to spot orbi-
tal tumors behind the eye and to locate 
retinal detachments that may be ob-
scured by hemorrhage. It can also be 
used to determine the exact local of 
a small foreign body; which has pene-
trated the eye, such as a metal chip. 
Other uses of ·the ultrasound equip-
ment include the scanning of liver and 
u~inary bladder and the scanning of 
the fetus to determine head location 
and size in pregnancy. One of its ad-
vantages is its freedom from any side 
effects. 
Mrs. Henry Rose was awarded an 
honorary membership in the Auxiliary 
for her work in making clothes for 
needy children at the Hospital. 
Mrs. L . L Stewart, chairman of the volunteer committee, puts a 500-hour pin on Mrs. 
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James Low, at left, and presents a 2,000-hour certificate to Mrs. M. D. Goldsby, at right. Mrs. 
Elton Cook received the highest awar d, a 3,000-hour certificate. 
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Hew Machine Measures Blood Volume Information Hostess Now In Uniform 
A Volemetron, which gives an ac-
curate and quick automatic measure-
ment of blood volume, has been added 
to the radioisotope laboratory. 
The Volernetron can determine blood 
volume in 12 minutes whereas the fast-
est previous measurement took 30 
minutes to an hour. This saving in time 
can sometimes mean a saving in life as 
well because a quick volume measure-
ment on an accident victim who has 
suffered a large blood loss can de-
termine how much blood he is to be· 
given. 
A premix sample of blood is drawn 
from the patient to determine the 
presence of any previous dosages of 
radioactive substances. Then an injec-
tion of radioactive iodine is given, al-
lowed to "mix" with the ·blood for 10 
minutes and a second blood sample is 
drawn. Both are placed in the Vole-
metron, which is portable and can be 
wheeled to the bedside, and the ma-
chine determines the total amount of 
circulating blood volume in the patient. 
If th~;re ,is radioactive matter in the 
premix sample, the machine adjusts 
for this in giving the final reading. 
· Another advanta15e of the machine 
is that it can furnish a saving of whole 
blood by giving part of the informa-
tion which will let the doctor know 
wh-ether he needs to give whole blood 
or other fluids, such as plasma or 
certain solutions. When a hemocrit test 
is done in the laboratory. where the 
blood is spun in the centrifuge to pack 
tl1e red cells so that the percentae-e of 
red blood cells can be done, the Vole-
metron determination of total blood 
volume can be combined with this in-
formation to determine whether whole 
blood or other fluids are required and 
in what amounts to achieve the right 
balance of cells. · 
. The new machine by electronics 
means does all the computing of re-
sults which takes the calculated guess 
out of blood volume determinations. 
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Mrs. Jo Ann Barn-
well, x-ray techni-
cian, is shown at the 
controls of the new 
Volemetron which 
measures blood vol-
umes quickly and 
with a high degree 
of accuracy. 
It is especially valuable for patients 
suffering from operative blood loss 
either during ·or after surgery, from 
gastro-intestinal hemorrhage, conceal-
ed blood loss in shock, fluid loss in 
burns, severe dehydration, and in in-
testinal obstruction. · 
The amount of radioactivity employ-
ed in the use of the Volemetron is 
comparable to that produced by a 
luminous watch face, causing no danger 
A new program for information 
hostesses in uniform was initiated last 
month at Arkansas Baptist Hospital 
to make visitors feel welcome at the 
Hospital and to help them in finding 
their floors. 
The new hostesses will replace the 
information clerks and will be in uni-
forms. As part of the program to 
make the entry to the Hospital more 
pleasant, the information area in the 
Twelfth Street crosswalk is being re-
modeled. The walls are being painted, 
drapes hung at the windows and a 
planter is being placed by the door. 
The new information hostesses are: 
Mrs. Diane Graves and Mrs. Marianna 
Sontag, who will be working full-time 
during the days; and Miss Carolyn 
Cate, Miss Linda Hill and Miss Watina 
Sorrells, who wi'll be working from 
5 to 9 p.m. each evening . 
... 
Mrs. Graves had worked here previ-
ously but Mrs. Sontag is new. She is 
German, having completed two years 
of college at Frankfurt University and 
her .husband, whom she met while he 
was stationed with the armed forces 
in Germany, is now with Arkansas 
Louisiana Gas Company. 
Miss Cate and Miss Hill are students 
at Little Rock University and Miss 
Sorrells is a student at Little Rock 
Central High School. · 
in exposure. It may be used on chil-
dren as well as adults. 
Who wouldn't lil<e to come into the Hospital when he can be greeted by this group of 
attractive information hostesses who staff the two information desks? Seated is: Mrs. Linda 
Hill, and standing, from left, are: Mrs. Diane Graves, Miss Watina Sorrells, Mrs. Mariann 
Sontag and Miss Carolyn Cate. 
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Sunday School Lesson------------------
W.ise men·come to Jesus 
BY TAL D. BONHAM, PASTOR 
SOUTH SIDE CHURCH, PINE BLUFF 
TExT: MATTHEW 2:1-12 
. DECEMBER 27, 1964 
A SIGHTSEER was driving 
through the countryside admir-
ing the beautiful scenery when 
he stopped his 
car to get a bet-
ter look at an un-
usual s i g h t. 
There was a barn 
· with targets all 
over it. In the 
center of eacp 
target, exactly in 
the hull's eye, 
DR. BONHAM was an arrow. 
He was so i.ntrigued: with this ex-
pert marksmanship that he decid-
ed to meet the farmer who lived 
there. When he inquired about 
the "excellent marksman" the 
farmer replied, "No one around 
here is an excellent marksman. 
That was done by the village idiot. 
He comes out here and shoots ar-
rows in the side of my barn, and 
then he paints targets around 
them." 
And so men are today! So many 
have reached the goals that they 
have set for their own lives. They 
have hit their targets and spent 
a lifetime trying to explain to 
God why they never bothered to 
consider His target for their lives. 
In the final analysis, the most im-
portant matter in this life is 
one's reaction to Jesus Christ. As 
soon as He was born, men began 
to react in one of three ways to 
the Saviour. 
'Leave me alone' 
THERE is the reaction of 
Herod (vs. 1-3, 8). Herod was 
suspicious of anyone who might 
interfere with his life. If he sus-
pected anyone as a rival to his 
power, that person was exLermi-
nated. He had murdered his wife 
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and his mother. It is generally 
agreed among church historians 
that Herod also assassinated 
three of his sons. Emperor Augus-
tus once said, "It is safer to be 
Herod's pig than Herod's son." 
Herod knew that no one would 
shed a tear when he died. There-
fore, he gave orders to arrest 
some of the most distinguished 
citizens of Jerusalem and put 
them in prison on false charges. 
He ordered that they should all 
be killed the moment he died. It 
is no wonder, then, that "all Jeru-
salem" (v. 3) was troubled when 
Herod learned about the birth of 
Jesus. 
Herod's reaction to Jesus is 
this: "Leave me alone and let me 
live my life as I please." But 
Jesus later said, "If any man will 
come after me, let him deny him-
self and take up his cross daily . 
and follow me" (Luke 9 :23). The 
Christian is one who no longer 
lives as he pleases but as God 
pleases. Herod is still with us to-
day in the person of those who 
refuse to commit their lives to 
Jesus Christ. 
'I'm too busy' 
SECONDLY, there is the reac-
tion of the chief priests and 
scribes ( vs. 4-16) . The chief 
priests were the religious aristoc-
racy and the scribes were the 
theologians and scholars of that 
day. But they didn't get too ex-
cited about Jesus. Herod asked 
them a simple question, "Where 
is Christ to be born?" They 
simply quoted Micah 5 :2, which 
indicated that the Messiah would 
be born in Bethlehem. But they 
were too busy with their religious 
activity to be concerned with 
Christ. 
The chief priests and scribes 
are with us today. Many Chris-
tians who never witness for 
Christ are loaded down with de-
·nominational affairs, social prob-
lems, theological issues, vocation-
al interests, civic responsibilities, 
ref't'eational activities, and even 
religious activity. The sad truth 
is that we are burning out our 
lives doing many good things 
while we leave the best thing un-
done. 
"Worship the King" 
THIRDLY, there is the reac-
tion of t.he wise men (v. 11). 
Their chief desire was to lay at 
the feet of Jesus Christ their best 
gifts. In His presence, they were 
struck /down with the realization 
of their own unworthiness. 
They brought three gifts: gold, 
frankincense, and myrrh. Gold is 
the gift for a king. It was so fit-
ting that the king of metals 
should be given to the King of 
kings. 
Frankincense is the gift for a 
priest. The sweet perfume of 
frankincense was used in the 
Temple sacrifices. This One who 
makes direct communion with 
God possible was recognized later 
as the ' ~great High Priest." He is 
called "the High Priest of our 
profession" (Hebrews 3 : 1). He is 
the High Priest who does not need 
to go into the Holy of Holies once 
a year to offer a sacrifice for our 
sins because he offered himself on 
the cross (Hebrews 7 :26-28). 
Now, through Him, any person 
can pray directly to God for. for-
giveness (Hebrews 10 :19-22). 
Myrrh is the gift for one who 
is to die. Christ was born to die. 
Redemption for man's sins was 
;)ossible only through the death of 
~qr kingly priest (Hebrews 9 :22). 
Everyone who hears of Jesus 
Christ reacts in one of three 
ways: (1) Hostility, (2) Indif-
ference, or (3) Commitment. The 
Herods are many. The priests and 
scribes are legion. But the Magi 
have never been numerous. 
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Sunday School Lesson-----
The Gospel of the Kingdom 
BY FINLEY M. CHU. 
(I TIMOTHY 3 :2, 12) 
JANUARY. 3, 1965 
·FOR the first sixteen Sundays have lived for and what he was 
of this year, our Sunday School supposed to come for. He realized 
lessons are from the Gospel of that he was human and that the 
Matthew. The one for whom he came was divine. 
central theme is He knew that his ministry touched 
"The G 1 f ospe o only the surface of things, but the 
the Kingdom." power of Jesus penetrated into 
Totlay we begin the depth of man's soul. Thus he 
our study with said, "I indeed baptize you with 
John 1 the Baptist. water unto repentance; but he 
I. The life of that cometh after me is mightier 
John the Baptist. than I whose shoes I am not 
A MINISTER worthy to bear; he shall baptize 
DR. CHI! should be proud you with the Holy Ghost, and 
of being one who baptizes a Miss with fire" (Mt. 3 :11). 
America or a President of the John advocated neither a new 
United States. Here we have a law nor a new way of life; he 
Baptist preacher who had every concentrated on his witness to 
reason to be more proud, because the person of Jesus Christ--"The 
he baptized Jesus, the son of God Mightier One" who alone could 
and the Saviour of mankind! bring us to convictions; who alone 
John's parents were Zacharias could ~roduce repentance; and 
and Elizabeth. His mother was who alone could forgive our sips. 
kin to Mary,' the mother of Jesus. III. The Message of John the 
He dressed plairtly and· ate simply. Baptist. 
Living in the desert, he learned JOHN'S message is, "Repent 
self-denial and self-reliance. He ye: the kingdom of heaven is at 
never was corrupted by the lux- hand." These are the very words 
urious life of the Roman courts, first spoken of Jesus himself (Mt. 
nor was he frustrated by the then 4 :17). 
flourishing Greek philosophfes. Many scholars make a distinc-
He was straightforward in tion between the "kingdom of 
speech, uncompromising on prin- God" and the "kingdom of heav-
ciple, and faithful to his calling en.'.' Mark, Luke, and John always 
(Matt. 3 :7). . use the term "kingdom of God" 
II. The ministry of John the and Matthew alone speaks of 
Baptist. "kingdom of heaven." Jesus 
JOHN was a messenger for the seemed to use these two terms 
Gospel of the kingdom and a interchangeably as he said, 
1 herald to Jesus. His coming was "Verily I say unto you, that a 
prophesied by Isaiah (Isaiah rich man shall hardly enter into 
40 :3). And his place was later the kingdom of heaven. And again 
confirmed by Jesus (Mt. 11 :10). I say unto you, It is easier for a 
Thus, we can see that John came camel to go through the eye of a 
from God, and he came for God. needle, than for a rich man to 
Though John was born of enter the kingdom of God" (Mt. 
priestly descent and was prepared 19 :23-24). 
11 for priesthood, he turned his back In sim'ple language, the king-
on it. Instead, he chose to be a dom of heaven is the reign of God 
servant of God playing an auxil- in the heart of man. The kingdom 
1 iary role for his master. He had of heaven spoken of by John has 
never lost sight of what _he should several dimensions . . In the first 
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place, this new kingdom is 
brought about by Jesus Christ, 
who reigns not po1itica11y but 
soiritua11y. 'For he said, "My 
kingdom is not of this world" 
(.Tohn 18 :36). 
In the second place, the en-
trance to this kingdom is through 
repentance. Negatively, repent-
ance means a man's turning . away 
from his sins, and, positively, it 
demands a man's turning his 
heart toward God. It is· a chang-
ing of one's heart as. a result of 
accepting Jesus Christ as his per-
sonal Saviour and Lord of his 
life. 
In the third place, genuine re-
pentance sparkles new life which 
is bound to be 'capitalized by new 
determination and invested in new 
action. Tha;t was why John said, 
"Bring forth therefore fruits meet 
:::>r repentance" (3 :8). 
Presenting the message · con- . 
cerning the kingdom of heaven, 
John detected two groups of peo- · 
ple . cherishing wrong ideas: the 
Pharisees and the Sadducees. The 
Pharisees were ritualists, believ-
ing they could enter the kingdom 
by performing institutional de-
tails. The Sadducees were rational-
ists who thought they could re-
ceive salvation through . reason on 
the basis of observed facts. As 
descendants of Abraham, they 
were proud of their traditions 
and ancestry. Through Abraham 
they believed they could obtain 
special security and protection 
from God. 
All of these had the conviction 
that they were chosen people, and 
that the kingdom of heaven was 
for them. They had convinced· 
themselves that they were indis-
. pensable to God. But John pointed 
out to them that none of what 
they thought could help them; 
repentance alone was the key to 
the gate of salvation. 
John's message was convictive 
and universal. Many people were 
brought to repentance and to bap-
tism. He did not need to prepare 
one sermon for the urbanites and 
another for the country folk ; his 
was for all the people in ~ erusa-
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lem, Judea, and all the region 
round about Jordan. 
A church or the churches are 
not identical with the kingdom of 
heaven. But a church is divinely 
oriented, and it is organized for 
expressing the love of God and 
promoting the cause of the king-
dom. A church, with all its im-
perfections, is still the true herald 
to Jesus -Christ. 
A contemporary church must 
· guard itself against the kind of 
race-consciousness in the tradi-
tion of the descendants of Abra-
ham, agajnst the kind of institu-
tion-consciousness in the tradition 
of the Pharisees, and against the 
kind of "science" -consciousness in 
the tradition of the Sadducees. Its 
message must remain simple, di-
rect, and . clear, and its gospel is 
for all men of all nations and all 
traditions. 
"Am I a John the Baptist? Do 
my words and my deeds really 
help to prepare the way for Jesus 
Christ in the heart and the mind 
of my friends and neighbors?. Am 
I a good herald for my Lord?" 
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Middle of the Road. 
Not the curve 
TRAFFIC Cop: "When I saw 
you come around the curve I said 
to myself: . 'Forty-five at least .' " 
Woman Driver: "Well, you're 
a way off. It's this hat that 
makes me look so old." 
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A Smile or Two 
Men! 
A MAN and wife were relaxing 
at home one evening. Suddenly the 
man spoke up, turning from the 
window: 
"By gosh, there goes that wom-
an Sam is so madly in love with!" 
His wife dashed to the window. 
"Where?" she screamed. 
"Right there," pointed out the 
husband. "'('he woman in the light 
coat." · 
"Oh, for goodness' sake!" de-
clared the woman to her husband. 
"That's $am's own wife!" 
"Certainly!" agreed the hus-
band. "Never said it wasn't." 
Winter's tale 
'TWAS a bitter cold night and 
as the nurse trudged her weary 
rounds she came upon the lanky 
patient, teeth chattering and over-
.3iZe feet sticking out from under 
the blankets. "Are you crazy?" 
· she screamed. "You want to catch 
your death? Put your feet under 
the blankets!" 
"Course I'm not crazy. You 
think I want them cold things in 
here with me!" 
Safety first 
SMITH was called to the phone. 
"Are you going down our road · 
this morning in your car?" in- ' 
quired a feminine voice. 
"No," answered the astonished 
Smith. "But why do you ask?" 
"Oh, that's all right!" came in 
relieved tones over the wire. "I 
only wanted to know if it was safe 
to send my little girl around the 
corner on an errand." 
At least nod 
COUNTRY Squire: "Why not 
stand up straight? I bow my head 
to no man." 
Farmer: "See that field of 
grain? Only the empty heads 
stand up, those that are well filled 
bow low." 
LITTLE Joe says no need to 
worry about your station in life. 
Sooner or later someone is bound 
to tell you where to get off. 
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A LITTLE boy was balancing 
himself on his head. An old lady 
who knew him came by. 
"Aren't you too young to do 
that? You are only six,". she said. 
"It's all right, missis," replied 
the boy, "you see, I'm nine while 
I'm upside down." 
Discerning youth 
FATHER: "Now I'm giving 
you a good job in my mill. I want 
you to work your way up." 
Son: "But, Father, there's no 
future in it. I want to work in 






. By Evangelital Press 
POLISH TRANSLATION 
A NEW Bible in modern Polish 
will be published in 1966 to cele-
brate the l,OOOth anniversary of 
Christianity in Poland. 
The disclosure was made by a 
Polish clergyman, the Rev. Z . . 
Pawlik, in an address at the Bap-
tist Church House in London. · He 
added that Polish Baptists are 
currently celebrating the 400th 
anniversary of the first baptisms 
by Protestant believers in their 
land. 
He showed guests a copy of the 
four Gospels in modern Polish 
which has just been· published. 
Next year, he said, the whole of 
the New Testament would be re-
leased in the new translation and 
then the entire Bible would be 
published in 1966. Mr. Pawlik, 
one of the translators, said the 
work of translation had been going 
on for decades. 
NAZI IN DISGUISE 
AN American Nazi who entered 
Canada illegally admitted in Van-
couver that he had disguised him-
self as a bearded rabbi. 
George Lincoln Rockwell, head 
of the American Nazi movement, 
went to Vancover via plane, but 
was identified shortly after he. 
doffed his disguise 
He had been scheduled to ad-
dress a group at the University of 
British Columbia. School officials 
canceled the talk when they learn-
ed his status as a "prohibited 
person" under Canadian law. Im-
migration officers then made cer-
tain he was placed aboard a U.S.-
bound plane. 
MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIP 
A MEDICAL school scholar-
ship will be available to Johnny 
Tucker whose father, Joseph W. 
'rucker, was killed by rebels in 
Paulis, Congo, Tuesday, Nov. 24, 
officials of the Assemblies of God 
have revealed. 
The scholarship will be given 
by an unnamed Arkansas physi-
cian who called the denomina-
tion's headquarters in Springfield, 
Mo. to make the offer. The doctor 
learned that Johnny, an 18-year-
old high school junior, was inter-
. ested in being a medical mis-
sionary. 
Besides the scholarship for the 
oldest son, calls have been received 
from numerous sources offering 
to contribute to a memorial fund 
established for Mrs. Tucker and 
the other children, Carol Lynne, 
13; and Melvin Paul, 11. 
Mrs. Tucker, herself a veteran 
of 25 years of missionary service, 
has return.ed, with her three chil-
dren, to North Little Rock, Ark., 
where the Rev. Mr. Tucker's 
brother, C. Melvin resides. 
An adopted son of the Tuckers, 
Johnny was born in Brussels, Bel- · 
gium. Reared ·most of his life in 
Congo and surrounding countries, 
he speaks four languages, English 
French, Lingala, and Swahili. He 
has received much of his educa-
tion in the Rethy Academy in 
the Congo. He hopes to return to 
the Congo as a medical missionary 
afte~ completing his education. 
.. 
WOMAN THEOLOGIAN 
WHEN Dr. Rachel Henderlite 
becomes professor of Christian ed-
ucation at Austin (Texas) Theo-
' logical Seminary in June, ·1965, 
she will be the first woman to 
hold a full professorship in a 
Presbyterian; U.S. (Southern) 
seminary. She is also taking steps 
to be one of the first ordained 
women ministers in her denomi-
nation. 
AIR DISPENSATION 
A.MERICA, the national Catholic 
weekly, has called for a general 
dispensation from the law requir-
ing abstinence from meat for those 
Catholics who must travel by air 
on Friday. 
In a commentary appearing in 
the Nov. 28 issue, America's J es-
uit editors said the current prac-
tice-dispensations granted to the 
passengers of specific airlines-
"strikes us as unnecessarily com-
plicated and confusing." 
"First TWA, then United; and 
now a number of other airlines 
have announced that they have 
received or are about to receive 
dispensations for their Catholic 
passengers and crew members," 
it noted. "Why hasn't the dis-
pensation simply been given gen-
erally and directly to all Catholics 
who are forced to travel by · air, 
rather than to ttie airlines? 
SOUTHWESTERN ACCREDITED 
SOUTHWESTERN Seminary, 
Ft. Worth, Tex., recently received 
associate membership in the Na-
tional Association of Schools of 
Music. 
The N ASM, accrediting agency 
for music degree curricula, elected 
Southwestern's School of Church 
Music as an associate member in 
its 40th annual meeting, Nov. 27, 
in St. Louis, Mo. Schools may 
apply for full membership after 
two years as associate members. 
